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CHAPTER ONE

introduction

america began as a predominantly rural and agricultural
nation and it remained such well into the 1920s in spirit
and in politics as well as in many other aspects rural
america dominated american society thomas jefferson called

the farmers of america goss chosen people jefferson went

on to warn against the growth and development of workshops

and manufacturing hoping that such urban blights would

remain forever in europe

however by the twentieth century america was changing

from a rural to an urban nation both in population location
and in spirit in 1929 urban america held 48 percent of

the nations population and less than 25 percent lived on

small farms the change from a rural to an urban society

was both a physical and a spiritual change

thomas jefferson the importance of agriculture in
great issues in american historyhistorv from the revolution to the
civil war 176518651765 ed1865 richard hofstadter new york
vintage books 1958 p 170

2 rebecca brooks gruver an american history vol 2

3rd ed reading massachusetts addisonwesleyaddison publishingwesley
company 1981 p 662

1

2

his

1

Historv
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2

one historian writing on the change said rapid

urbanization and greater mobility had a profound impact on

middle class behavior and conduct another said the

united states was born in the country and has moved to the

city 4

it was during the 1920s that urban america began to

assume the preeminence that it would hold for the rest of

the century it was during the twenties that the city would

come to dominate american social cultural and behavioral
modes

this transformation from a rural to an urban society

did not occur without stress rural america having long

held the reigns of political economic and social power did

not quietly relinquish its power and influence as the cities
grew in size and importance rural america gave up its hold

on society reluctantly and often erected high and strong

barriers against what it perceived as the rising development

of urban evils modernism in religion darwinism freudiani-

sm alcoholism skepticism and sophistication
one historian commented on the rising conflict

in the years after world war one the older
america of the protestant old stock culture felt
deeply threatened by the burgeoning city and
erected barriers against change the census of
1920 revealed that for the first time most

31bid3ibidbibid p 663

4 richard hofstadter the age of reform from bryanaryan to
F D R new york alfred A knopf 1955 p 23

13

onehistorian
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americans lived in urban areas a frightening
statistic for those whose way of life had pre-
vailed for three centuries 3

in the minds of many historians the rising urban areas

originated and practiced most if not all of what made the

twenties unique much of the social behavior that charac-

terized the twenties happened in the newly influential
cities flappers bootleggers jazz gangsters mass

advertizingadvertisingadvert darwindarwinrizing freud mass production and flaming

youth all happened in large urban centers such urban

behavior was strongly denounced by rural leaders

for example carl N degler and others in the

democratic experience explained

the twenties have been called the jazz age
characterized by wild parties aggressive females
and heavy drinking but while the decade had these
aspects they were largely limited to the upper
middle class of the largest metropolitan areas6
morison commager and leuchtenburg in the growth of

the american republic said that rural america

the democratic experience
vol 2 4thath ed glenviewGlen illinoisview scott foreman and
company 1979 p 196

3

5

0 attributed to the metropolis all that
was perverse in american society the revolution
in morals associated with the flapper and sigmund
freud the corner saloon the control of govern-
ment by urban immigrants and the modernist

samuel eliot morison henry steele commager and
william E leuchtenburg the growth of the american
republic vol 2 6thath ed new york oxford university
press 1969 p 435

carlcari M degler et al
f

gcarl

arease
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skepticism of the literal interpretation of the
bible7
rebecca gruver wrote in an american history of the

youth rebellion of the 1920s

rejecting the deprivation of the war years
they became increasingly preoccupied with material
success and pleasure and with the physical comforts
offered by the new mechanized standardized urban
life style 8

norman graebner gilbert fitefife and philip white ex

plainedplaided the urban influence of the 1920s

cities not only produced most of the wealth
but they set the patterns of conduct and action
for a great majority of the citizens music
literature clothing styles entertainment ex-
emplified by the radio and movies and mass
communication all found their source in urban
america and these influences tended to
standardize the thinking and actions of most
people 9

frank freidel and alan brinkley noted

the modern secular culture of the 1920s
did not exist alone it grew up alongside an
older more traditional culture with which itcontinually and often bitterly competed one
was the society of an affluent largely urban
middle class committed to a new set of values
adopting a new increasingly uninhibited life
style linked to a new national cultural outlook
the other was a society of less affluent less
urban far more provincial americans men and

morison p 435

0gruver p 663

9 norman A graebner gilbert C fitefife and philip L
white A history of the american people new york mcgraw
hill book company 1970 p 976

4

histo

8gruver

bibler
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women who continued to revere traditional values
and customs and who feared and resented the
modernist threats to their way of life10
david shannon said

it is interesting that the emphasis on
popular and nostalgic social history of the
1920s is on aspects of urban life almost to
the exclusion of the country and the small
town 11

forrest mcdonald commenting on the urban origins of the
jazz age said that the life of a flaming youth was

open only to those who were young and rich and lived in the

big cities and whose parents would permit it
in J joseph huthmachersHuthmacher trial by war and depression

1917 1941 it was the cities that introduced the new loose

standards of conduct that disturbed rural america during

the twenties

but to many tradition bound fundame-
ntalist oldstockold americansstock the temptation
proved easier to ascribe the disturbing
transformation going on about them to loose
standards of conduct that prevailed in the
cities and particularly among the foreign and
coloredicoloredbicolored elements that inhabited them

frank freidel and alan brinkley america in the
twentieth century new york alfred A knopf 1982 p 187

david A shannon twentieth century america vol 2

4thath ed chicago rand mcnally company 1977 p 127

forrest mcdonald the united states in the twentieth
century vol 2 2nd ed reading massachusetts addison
wesley publishing company 1970 p 38

J joseph huthmacher trial by war and depression
191719411917 boston1941 allyn and bacon inc 1973 p 82

5

12

j

1

10

11

12

13
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paul carter wrote of a rural crusade to stop urban

evil in the twenties it flowered in three new rural evil
crusades against urban wickedness prohibition

14fundamentalism and the campaign to stop al smith

the fundamentalists according to milton plesur

9 attacked the new modernism with its
unorthodox views of the origin of man religion
and education in their eyes modernism was the
city with all of its sin the decade was a
pathetic last ditch stand of a rural tradi-
tional orthodoxy doing battle against the new
wave of the future the mores of the megalopolis

most of the social behavior that characterized the

twenties according to many historians happened in the

cities rural america was fundamentalist dry and even

boring while urban america was nonspiritual wet and

exciting what most people remember about the twenties

happened in the cities many writers claim

the purpose therefore of this paper is to look at one

rural area in america and see if the thesis of rural non

participation in the jazz age is accurate provo utah is
the subject of this study evidence of urban behavior

bootleggers flaming youth booster ism and jazz would

suggest that the traditionally held thesis is subject to

question

14paul carter the twenties in america new york
thomas Y crowell company 1968 p 73

milton plesur ed the 1920s boston allyn and
bacon inc 1969 p 8

15

is

boosterism

15
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provo utah during the jazz age is a good location for

such a study it is a college town having brigham young

university located just northeast of the center of town it
was a rural community with the main industry being agriculagrical

ture
provo was an isolated community surrounded by high

mountains and deserts and far from urban influences during

the twenties the largest town in utah was more than sixty

miles to the north a two hour drive in those days denver

colorado was more than 500 miles to the east and san

francisco california was 800 miles to the west provo had

few roads running through it and two railroads
provo was also a predominantly religious community the

majority of citizens being active members of the church of

jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday also known as the mormon

or LDS church while many mormons denounced drinking as

immoral many others thought differently
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CHAPTER TWO

prohibition

during the entire decade of the twenties a federal law

prohibited the manufacture sale and consumption of alco

holic beverages this law was known as the volstead act
many writers have seen prohibition as originating in and

drawing its greatest support from rural and fundamentalist

areas while receiving its greatest opposition from urban

centers many history books give the reader the impression

that rural areas obeyed and supported prohibition of alcohol

while urban areas did not

for example gruver wrote that support for prohibition

centered in rural america roderick nash said

for the drys drinking was not only the root
of most social evil but a symbol of cities sexual
freedomfreedoms and

2
the eroding ethics of modern life in

general

arthur link followed the same theme

while in the postwar period this smalltownsmall
idealism

town
to make the world better often lent its

gruver p 664

2 roderick nash the nervous generation american
thought 191719301917 new1930 york rand mcnally & company 1970
p 145

1

freedom2

1gruver

8
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energies to campaigns against economic exploitation
in the 1920s it directed itself almost entirely
against urban and ethnic tendencies such as the
consumption of alcoholic beverages 3

morison echoed a similar view when he said states
with large urban populations sabotaged prohibition laws just

4as northern states once nullified the fugitive slave acts

freidel and brinkley saw the same conflict between a

rural and urban america

provincial largely rural overwhelmingly
protestant americans continued vehemently to defend
prohibition to them drinking and the general

licentiousness with which they associated it were an
assault upon their conservative code of morality

drinking symbolized the modern city and all
its vices 5

in twentieth century america david shannon saw the

same rural urban conflict
prohibition was observed in rural areas

and small towns in cities with a large foreign
born population speakeasies operated fairly
openly6openly

link

6

spoke of the urban right to drink in american

epoch

arthur S link what happened to the progressive
movement in the 1920s in perspectives on 20th century
america ed by otis graham jr new york dodd mead &

company 1973 p 105

4morison p 439

freidel p 189

shannon p 134

9

conf lictlica
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10

certainly the overwhelming majority in the
large cities native and foreignbornforeign alikeborn thought
that they had an inalienable right to drink con
sequently neither local nor state officials nor
the masses of people in these cities supported
enforcement7

joan H wilson asked if the cities were indeed all wet

and the country all dry and concluded that the stereotype

of the small town non drinking protestant is not completely
0

without foundation

this image of dry towns and wet cities is now to be

tested in provo with some attention to surrounding utah

county as a whole

on the 25th of april 1921 the provo herald carried
the following banner headline BIGGEST STILL RAIDED

WITHIN TWO BLOCKS OF courthouse the still was located at
the home of frank lyons 368 east 200 south in provo the

captured still was described as the finest yet captured in

utah county which suggests that earlier stills had been

raided although no mention of them appeared in the local
paper most of the liquor had been carried off by the

arthur S link and william B catton american epoch
vol 2 3rd ed new york alfred A knopf 1963 p 307

0 joan hoff wilson ed the twenties the critical
issues boston little brown & company 1972 p xxiaxi

enforcement 7

8
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bootleggers prior to the raid and police only found two
9quarts of booze in the raid

that same autumn september 26 1921 banner headlines

read bootlegging AT GENEVA geneva was a dance hall
located on the shore of utah lake about seven miles north

west of provo near the location of the present geneva steel
mill L R hebertson manager of the dance hall told
herald reporters

there hasnt been a dance at geneva this
summer when salt lake bootleggers didnt come down
loaded with liquor which was sold to dancers and
others 10

the following summer july 4 1922 the provo sheriff
raided a still hidden in the bushes on the east shore of

utah lake on a raft in the reeds and bushes along the

shore of the lake the sheriff found a cleverly concealed

still 11 although no liquor was found by the raiding party

the still was nevertheless destroyed by the sheriff
two days later front page headlines announced

DRINKING AT VIVIAN PARK CHARGED vivian park was a dance

hall located about ten miles northeast of provo in provo

9 biggest still raided within two blocks of courthouse
mash and moonshine captured provo herald hereafter
referred to as the herald april 25 1921 p 1

bootlegging at geneva herald september 26 1921
p 1

moonshiner uses raft in lake herald july 4 1922
p 1

f

9biggest

10

11
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canyon near the present location of the picnic area by the

same name in an interview with herald reporters J F

carter manager of the resort admitted that there had been

drunkenness and improper dancing at the resort all summer

the provo sheriff promised to appoint a deputy to watch the

resort more closely in the future

less than a week later a story appeared about A

ghengeralli a miner who worked at the dividend mine located
near the south shore of utah lake mr ghengeralli was

brought into custody by provo deputy sheriff J coates for
having in his possession a dozen bottles of beer 10

gallons of wine and several bottles of white mule

soon after front page headlines reading EUREKA WIDE

OPEN SAYS DEPUTY appeared in the herald eureka was a

community southeast of provo where the before mentioned

dividend mine was located A large population of foreign

born miners labored in the mine in an interview granted

the herald deputy sheriff J coates said

nearly every one of the socalledso softcalled
drink establishments sell liquor over the bar

A person can buy moonshine and other
intoxicants in many of the soft drink places in
eureka 14

12 drinking at vivian park charged herald july 6

1922 p 1

dry law now extends to dividend herald july 11
1922 p 1

14 eureka wide open says deputy herald july 18
1922 p 1

12

113

miners

1311dry1311
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the following spring another story dealing with liquor
was run in the provo newspaper A local youth was hired by

frank stubbs of 300 south university avenue to dig a trench
while engaged in the task the youth uncovered a box of

thirtyfivethirty pintsfive of honest to goodness bottled in bond

whiskey of pre volstead prohibition age

at the time of the discovery mr stubbs was gone so

the youth ran home and asked his mother what he should do

with his find he was told to destroy the bottles which he

promptly returned and did in the process

a passer by stopped and watched the
wrecking process for a moment then picked up
one of the bottles and took a long draught his
eyes gleamed he smacked his lips patted his
stomach and then walked off 1

that fall the provo superintendent of city waterworkswater

rod

works

snow wrote an article in the herald in which he asked

people not to flush empty liquor bottles down their toilets
because the bottles plugged the sewer lines commenting on

why people used toilets instead of the garbage mr snow

said men who still want their drink nowadays dont want to

be seen with the bottle so they throw it into the sewer as

soon as they are through with it

digs into grave of john barleycorn herald
april 8 1923 p 1

16.16lgig ibid

prohibition clogs sewers herald september 26
1923 p 1

15

oa

16

17

1

17
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the0theathe use of tobacco and intoxicants
and profanity are increasing alarmingly among
the minors of our local communities among both
males and females 19

this resolution wanted the law enforced against

certain individuals in the city of provo and the county of

utah who were selling tobacco and intoxicants to the young

1 8 large still confiscated by officers

14

A month later front page headlines told the reader
LARGE STILL confiscated BY OFFICERS LARGEST AND MOST

COMPLETE STILL EVER OPERATED IN UTAH COUNTY 11 the still
which was located in american fork a farming community

about fifteen miles northwest of provo was operated by

andrew polus identified as a greek by the herald the

raid netted twenty gallons of whiskey besides the capture of
1 R

the sixty gallon still
in december 1923 a significant meeting of leading

citizens was held in provo sponsored by the utah stake of

the LDS church the largest church in the provo area more

than forty officers teachers and concerned parents of
provo youth attended the meeting

A resolution written by provo attorney charles
higgens was passed by a unanimous vote A copy was given

to the provo sheriff william boyd and to the provo herald

for publication the resolution expressed alarm that

herald
october 14 1923 p 1

19 parents aid officers in tobacco war herald
december 12 1923 p 1

18

18

1923f
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people of our community with impunity it suggested that
the use of both liquor and tobacco among provo area youth

male and female was serious enough to alarm parents and

leaders the fact that the decisiondecisidecini was unanimous also

suggested that the matter was serious enough to warrant

immediate legal action
on christmas eve provo citizens read about another

liquor raid in the provo area the sheriff and three

deputies apprehended a fifty gallon still in american fork

although no whiskey was found in the raid no arrests were

made because no one was present when the raid party

arrived

the yearly summary of the liquor traffic in the provo

area was given in the herald in early january 1924 fifty
four stills had been apprehended and 159 violations of the

22volstead act had been brought before the authorities
observation of prohibition was no better in 1924 in

rural provo and utah county in the august 19 1924 herald

large headlines read BIGGEST STILL RAID BY SHERIFF 11 A

fiftytwofifty gallontwo capacity still and five kegs of newly made

ibid
21 sheriff raids moonshinersMoon shiners herald december 24

1923 p 1

sheriff boyd handles 840 cases in 2 years 11

herald january 4 1924 p 1

20

21

20

22

1924f
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moonshine were picked up by the sheriff in pleasant grove a

23farming town about ten miles north of provo

the next month the provo sheriff and two deputies

found a 100 gallon still and 300 gallons of booze near the

mouth of provo canyon the sheriff had trailed the boot-

legger back to the still after he had made his liquor sales
24to provo buyers

soon afterward sheriff boyd discovered a twenty gallon

still and a large quantity of whiskey in an abandoned

house in orem a rural community just five miles north of

provo

later in the fall of 1924 provo newspaper readers saw

the following SHERIFF RAIDS PROVO HOME GETS LIQUOR the
provo home of dorothy dennison 190 east 500 south was

raided by the police in the raid two gallon jugs and

several pint bottles of moonshine whiskey were found in a

well concealed hiding place in a bookshelf during the

raid several prominent11prominent young provo men arrived and

announced that they were looking for some sauerkraut

biggest still raid by sheriff herald august 19
1924 p 1

24 large still confiscated herald september 15
1924 p 1

large still confiscated by sheriff herald
september 30 1924 p 1

25

l1

23

1924f

25

11
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which was later found to be a code word for moonshine the
r

buyers were turned away and mrs dennison was arrested
the provo police raided a wagon with a barrel of

27moonshine hidden in the back in december 1924

liquor traffic continued unabated until 1925 in
february 1925 an interesting front page story entitled

COUNTY PEACE OFFICERS INTERFERE WITH PLANS OF 200

COCKFIGHT FANS appeared the cockfight was held in the

sand dunes in the bench area about three miles northeast
of provo fight fans from idaho and nevada were in atten-
dance and many of them had liquor bottles in their

2 8possession when the sheriff arrived
liquor traffic was so heavy in the provo area in 1925

that the local sheriff had to call in federal prohibition
agents to help enforce the law A week after the cockfight
provo police aided by federal officers made five separate

raids in the provo area one raid netted a large still just
four blocks from the provo sheriffs office another in the

northwest part of provo netted 55 gallonsqallonscallons of dago red wine

and 100 gallons of hard cider A third in lehi a rural
town twenty miles northwest of provo interrupted a drinking

2 fi raids provo home gets liquor herald october 27
1924 p 1

27 confiscate canyonmadecanyon moonshinemade herald
december 12 1924 p 1

2 8 county peace officers interfere with plans of 200
cockfight fans herald february 16 1925 p 1

26

28

26

28
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party in which fiftyfivefifty bottlesfive of beer and a bottle of
29hard liquor were found

three days after this the provo sheriff again aided

by federal officers made seven arrests in the provo area

six for alleged sale of intoxicants and one for posses-

sion

As a result of the considerable liquor trade in the
provo area an interesting sale was held in the spring of

1921925

an interesting sale will be held monday
forenoon at 11 oclock when stills burners
sugar and other paraphenaliaparaphernalia confiscated by
the sheriffs office in different raids will be
sold 31

despite the efforts of the provo police to eliminate

all sources of bootleg liquor the demand for whiskey

remained so strong that whenever one still was apprehended

another quickly sprang up on the 30th of june 1925 a

seventyfiveseventy gallonfive still was seized in alpine a tiny
community twenty miles north of provo near the mountains

the still was in full operation at the time of the seizure

9029 boyd gets em and ballif does the rest herald
february 24 1925 p 1

prohibition agents make many arrests herald
february 27 1925 p 1

confiscated burners stills kegs jugs to be sold
at public auction herald march 24 1925 p 1

f

30

5

30

31
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and large quantities of moonshine whiskey were found by

tiet sheriffie

two weeks laterlatex federal agents working with the provo

sheriff found a 100 gallon still in pleasant grove

six days after this police broke up what was described

as a lively party and confiscated a number of bottles of

moonshine in east tinticgintic a mining community located about

thirty miles west of provo frank lelux was arrested for
34distributing moonshine whiskey to the patrons

in september a keg and bottle party was raided by

sheriff boyds anti wet squad in south provo

in early december 1925 provo police arrested george B

studham of salt lake city in the trunk of mr studhamsstidhamsStud

new

hams

1926 ford roadster police found

thirty six london quart bottles of gordon
& company gin and an order book containing a long
list of names of people among prominent provo
citizens 6

big whiskey plant seized at alpine

herald july 9 1925
p 1

34 moonshine dispenser given jail herald july 15
1925 p 1

lamentations of captured bootlegger herald
september 27 1925 p 1

provo police confiscate 36 quarts gin herald
december 1 1925 p 1

32

f
33

af ter

35

36

32 Hheralderald
june 30 1925 p 1

33underground still raided33 underground

35

36
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provo chief of police wren wilkins withheld the names

of those on the list because releasing such would cause

considerable consternation in the city

in march of 1926 the herald participated in a nation-

wide newspaper poll in which respondents were asked the

following three questions 1 do you favor keeping the

prohibition law as it now stands with no modifications 2

do you favor modification of the law to allow the sale of

light wine and beer and 3 do you favor the outright
repeal of the prohibition law

four hundred fortytwoforty favoredtwo outright repeal of the

prohibition law while another 916 favored modification to

allow the sale of light wine and beer for a total of 1358
provo area residents who favored some kind of repeal of

prohibition A total of 1446 provo citizens voted to keep

the law as it stood fifty two percent favored keeping the

law as it stood while 48 percent favored repeal of the

law 37

in may 1926 clifton hoover manager of the provo

business mens club was arrested for having 300 bottles of

home brew delivered to the upstairs rooms of the provo
3 Q

businessmans club in downtown provo later that summer

provo prohibitions have majority of 88 votes in
herald poll herald march 12 1926 p 1

3 0
charged with possession herald may 10 1926

p 5
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37
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police raided two of the largest stills ever found in

operation in utah county near the jordan river west of point

of the mountain which is half way to salt lake city from

provo one still was a giant 250 gallon rig while the other

had a 150 gallon capacity thirty gallons of whiskey and 3

39five gallon kegs were also seized in the raid
in september 126 gallons of captured moonshine was

destroyed in public view in front of the provo county

courthouse A public auction of captured bootleggers
equipment was also held on the courthouse lawn at the same

time 40

in october a large still of undetermined size was

41found and destroyed by provo police in american fork and

in the spring of the following year 1927 a seventyfiveseventy
42

five

gallon still was seized near eureka by provo authorities
the yearly summary for the year 1927 showed seventytwoseventy

arrests

two

for possession of intoxicants and sixtyeightsixty

5

eight

Q

officers capture two large stills herald
august 8 1926 p 1

40 moonshine to be destroyed herald september 28
1926 p 1

confiscate large still herald october 18 1926
p 1

4942 page my gas mask says sheriff on still hunt
herald march 27 1927 p 1

39

41
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arrests for intoxication in the provo area although no

mention of the number of stills seized in 1927 was given

an assortment of volstead violations appeared in the

herald in 1928 in april provo police arrested three provo

youths for the charge of holding an extremely boisterous

allnightall partynight in their home at the time of the arrest
large quantities of moonshine whiskey were found by the

sheriffsheriffs 44

in august george L clarkdark of american fork filed suit
in the provo fourth district court against his wife pearl

nicholos clark mr clarkdark charged his wifewifbif with adultery

illegal manufacture of liquor and frequent wild parties
mrs clarkdark in turn charged her husband with frequent in

45toxication and neglect of his marriage and his business
two days later the provo sheriff apprehended a

bootlegger a mile west of the leland sugar factory in

springvilleSpring aville farming town five miles south of provo two

bootleggers were caught in the act of filling customers

bottles from a ten gallon keg which was almost empty at the

43 reports of sheriffs and police officers submitted
herald december 30 1927 p 1

44 three youths are sentenced herald april 8 1928
p 1

alienation of wife charged herald august 12
1928 p 1

43

e

45
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time of the arrest another ten gallon keg was found

nearby

in september police found twenty five gallons of home

brew in a washing machine in the home of mrs izeta kapple
47of payson a community about fifteen miles south of provo

police seized a fifty gallon still in payson in december

two 10 gallon kegs full of moonshine whiskey and some pint
48bottles were also found in the raid that same month ran

a large headline GIANT PROVO STILL IS DESTROYED the

sheriffs raid was probably the most sensational conducted

in provo during the entire decade the still which was

located at 129 south university avenue had the capacity to

produce 200 gallons of whiskey every 24 hours

two men were taken into custody and twentyfivetwenty gallonsfive

of moonshine whiskey were also seized in the raid by police

in an interview held during the raid the provo sheriff told
herald reportersreport theerst greatest part of the output of the

still has been sold around provo during the month of
49december in anticipation of the holidays

46 sheriff appears As twoguntwo mangun herald august 14
1928 p 1

47 washer used for home brew herald september 9

1928 p 1

48 immense still Is uncovered herald december 11
1928 p 1

49 giant provo still Is destroyed herald december 20
1928 p 1

46
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the yearly prohibition violation report for 1928 listed
seventyfourseventy arrestsfour for intoxication and fifty four for
possession and sale in the provo area no mention of the
number of stills raided was given in the report

violations of the volstead act were unremitting in the

last year of the decade in may police found a twenty

gallon still in the trees along the provo river bottom

in august provo police assisted by federal prohibition

officers captured a giant 200 gallon still in an isolated
spot 60 miles west of provo in the desert authorities also

found fortyfiveforty gallonsfive of moonshine whiskey in the

heisthelst 52

from the foregoing data which constituted only a part

of the material on prohibition in the herald bootleg

whiskey was readily produced and consumed in rural provo and

utah county it is obvious that the quantity of alcohol

consumed by provo citizens was tremendous considering the

size and location of the town the very fact that a still
capable of producing 200 gallons of moonshine every 24

hours was found within a stones throw of the provo

activity shown by reports of police sheriff
herald january 4 1929 p 1

well hidden still Is discovered herald may 15
1929 p 1

officers find still in raid herald august 27
1929 p 1

& 4
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courthouse is evidence enough that the appetite for bootleg

was enormous in provo

liquor traffic was so heavy in the provo area that
federal prohibition agents had to be called in to assist the

local authorities in rounding up bootleggers drunks and

flaming youth provo had automobile wrecks involving

drunken citizens on the way home from dances as well as wild

all night parties with liquor during the decade there is
nothing to suggest that drunkenness liquor traffic and

consumption and other activities related to alcohol consum-
ption was any less prominent in provo than in large urban

centers even the fact that provo was largely an LDS comm-

unity opposed to liquor consumption does not reduce the

reality that enormous quantities of liquor were produced and

consumed in town during the jazz age
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CHAPTER THREE

progressivism

american progressivism was an effort by many reformers

to solve some of the social political and economic pro-

blems that accompanied the industrial revolution its
zenith was probably reached during the second decade of the

twentieth century perhaps the best definition of the goals

of progressivism was given by benjamin dewitt in the

progressive movement 1915

the first of these tendencies is found in the
insistence by the best men in all political parties
that special minority and corrupt influence in
government national state and city be removed
the second tendency is found in the demand that the
structure or machinery of government which has
hitherto been admirably adapted to control by the few
be so changed and modified that it will be more
difficult for the few and easier for the many to
control and finally the third tendency is found in
the rapidly growing conviction that the functions of
government are too restricted and that they must
be increased and extended to relieve social and
economic stress 1

A restriction on corrupt and minority influence in

government a broadening of the franchise and control of

government by the majority and the enlargement of

bernard bailyn et al the great republic lexington
massachusetts DC heath & company 1977 p 903

26
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government services into the realm of social welfare would

be a good summary of progressivism
provo was largely an LDS community in the eyes of one

LDS historian the LDS church and some of its leaders held

strong progressive sympathies during the latter part of the

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries during utahs
territory period the LDS church through its influence

over many legislators had dominated the territorial legis-

lature during the 1890s the legislature passed a number

of progressive measures including a public welfare system

building public schools setting up hospitals for the

handicapped and adopting laws designed to improve working
2conditions for men women and children

after statehood in 1896 the people of utah passed

workmanswork compensationmanis laws old age and widows pension

laws and gave the state power to regulate some industries
senator reed smoot who was also an apostle in the LDS

church voted for a number of progressive measures during

the early part of the twentieth century the hepburn act of

1906 the postal savings act of 1910 the federal farm act
of 1916 the child labor act of the same year the lever

9
thomas G alexander reed smoot the L D S church

and progressive legislation dialogue april 1972 p 49
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food and fuel control act of 1917 the income tax amendment
4to the constitution and national prohibition in 1918918

although some writers have seen a decline in the

progressive spirit during the twenties the evidence in the

following pages shows that the progressive spirit remained

strong and alive in provo during the decade

in the spring of 1921 the herald carried a front page

story entitled PERSONAL LIBERTY which was probably

written in response to those national anti progressive

critics who were calling for an end to legislation res-

traints on personal and business behavior even though such

behavior was harmful to many people with tongue in cheek

the author wrote

why should the liquor dealers be denied
their revenue they want to get rich let them
saturate us with booze if we are fools enough to
reach the saturation point

let us do away with the considerable
intolerant legislation we have in the past so
foolishly permitted to be forced upon the people
for example let the merchant once more adul
terateaerate his foods and advertise them as pure

why force the manufacturer to do away with
child labor for it increases his profits yea
brethren ye must win back the right to be free

bid p 50

see arthur S links what happened to the
progressive movement in the 1920s in otis L graham jr
ed twentieth century america new york dodd mead &

company 1973 p 104 for a good summary of the decline of
progressivism during the twenties

personal liberty herald march 21 1921 p 1

1constitul

5

6personal
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during the 1922 congressional election william

jennings bryan three time democratic candidate for the
presidency campaigned extensively for democratic congrescongles

sionaldional candidates bryan came to utah in october and

campaigned for utah democratic senatorial candidate william

J king

in late october bryan visited provo and spoke to a

capacity crowd in the provo tabernacle approximately 750

people came to honor mr bryan at a reception held in the

afternoon prior to his speech in attendance at the recep

tion held in the provo home of mrs jesse knight were a

number of noted guests including heber J grant president

of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints and his

wife elder john A widstoe and elder stephen L richards
members of the quorum of the twelve apostles of the LDS

church and their wives and george H brimhall president

of the local church owned brigham young university

that evening mr bryan spoke to an overflow crowd of

2500 in the provo tabernacle mr bryan was introduced by

president heber J grant who spoke favorably of bryans
support of womens suffrage and prohibition president
grant pointed out that the people of utah favored such

0legislation years before they became national laws

ruleruie of rich grips nation says commoner in his
tabernacle speech herald october 25 1922 p 1

81bid8ibidbibid
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the size of the crowd and the introduction by the

leader of the dominant church in utah prompted bryan to

begin with the following

to witness such an audience in a city the
size of this is a compliment to any man and to be
introduced by such a man as the president of the
dominant church in utah is an extraordinary
compliment

mr bryans speech was very similar to his cross of

gold speech delivered at the democratic national convention

in july 1886 the tone of bryans speech showed little if
any of the mental degeneration his detractors say occurred

in the twentysixtwenty yearssix between 1896 and 1922

in 1896 bryan spoke of the conflict between the rich
and the poor in 1922 he spoke of the struggle between

the same two classes and condemned those wealthy men of

the 1920s who would have the poor shrink their stomachs and

stop being hungry that same year bryan spoke on the

encroachmentsencroach ofments organized wealth in 1922 he spoke on

how president warren G harding had surrounded himself with

rich advisors in 1896 bryan spoke in favor of the income

tax and against the high tariff in 1922 he strongly

favored the federal income tax law

interestingly enough in both speechsspeeches william jennings

bryan spoke on two theories of political economics on the

bid

ibid

9

10
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one hand was the idea that by lowering the taxes on the rich
and on business profits the money would somehow trickle
downdownif to the working masses below on the other hand was

the idea of keeping taxes on the wealthy high and paying

workers high wages thereby increasing their buying power

which would stimulate the economy

while in chicago in 1896 bryan illustrated this by

saying

there are two ideas of government there
are those who believe that if you will only
legislate to make the welltowell doto prosperous their
prosperity will leak through on those below

the democratic idea however has been that
if you legislate to make the masses prosperousprospe
their

roust
prosperity will find its way up through

every class which rests upon them 11

in provo in 1922 bryan spoke on the same topic

what is the important difference between a
democrat and an aristocrat A democrat says that
society is built from the bottom up and that
therefore legislation should be for the masses of
the people and then reach the higher levels an
aristocrat believes that society is built from
the top and that therefore legislation should be
for the upper classes and then permitted to leak
through to the masses of the people

william jennings bryan cross of gold speech
in great issues in american history from reconstruction to
the present day 186419691864 ed1969 richard hofstadter new
york vintage book company 1969 p 172

12 rule of rich grips nation says commoner in his
tabernacle speech herald october 25 1922 p 1

in

12

11
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another great progressive was robert M lafollette in

1900 he was elected governor of wisconsin with the aid of

advisors from the university of wisconsin lafollette was

able to introduce a number of progressive reforms such as

direct election of state senators strict regulation of

railroads a revamped tax law raising income taxes on the

rich and improved working conditions in 1906 lafollette
was elected to the US senate from wisconsin and he con

tinuedlinued to work for progressive causes on the national level
with the deflection of his republican party from pro-

gressive causes early in the 1920s lafollette formed the

progressive party in 1922 and was nominated by the party to

be the presidential candidate in the 1924 election
although he only carried his home state of wisconsin robert

lafollette received more than five million votes

the response to lafollettesLaFollett progressive party was

strong in provo A lafollette for president club was formed

in the summer of 1924 and the club promoted both progressive

ideals and lafollettesLaFollett candidacy in the area

in the fall of 1924 william jennings bryan returned to
provo for the second time in less than two years to speak

for the second time the provo tabernacle was filled to

capacity with aisles doors and windows filled with people

bailyn et al

herald
august 25 1924 p 1
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14 lafollette
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among others in attendance were utah county LDS church stake
president T N taylor and democratic candidate for utah
governor george dern although the herald did not carry

the speech the crowd continually interrupted mr bryan with

tremendous applause which suggests that the speech was

very favorably received by the large provo audience

support for the progressive cause continued strong in
provo on the eve of the 1924 presidential election mr J

M hill of ogden gave a strong endorsement for the pro-

gressive party to a large crowd in the provo high school

which was carried on page one of the herald mr hill told
the provo audience that

the progressive movement had its beginning
in the last address before congress of president
abraham lincoln when he warned congress to guard
against the approach of capitalistic combines
coercing the people and denying them their just
rights and liberties 16

mr hill also had words of praise for progressive

measures such as direct election of senators inheritance
taxes telephone regulation income tax and the eight hour

work law

hope for utahs progress rests in election of davis
says bryan to provo people herald september 23 1924
p 1

hill upholds progressives in final talk herald
november 4 1924 p 1

ibid
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when robert lafollette died in june 1925 the provo

herald ran a banner headline announcing his death along

with a large drawing of senator lafollette calling

lafollette a staunch defender of what he believed was the
1 ftpopular will the herald article mourned his passing

beginning in the spring of 1926 the editor of the only

newspaper in provo began a series of editorials calling for

reforms in business and in politics
in may the editor called for regulation of those

businessmen who would not set their houses in order

reforms in politics or religion in municipal
and social service are necessary only because of
the activities of some businessmen who cannot mind
their own business as they should minding ones
business therefore must include better conditions
for ones fellowellow man 19

three days later the editor recalled the days of real
progressive leaders in the white house and longed for a

return of such

not since the days of roosevelt and wilson
has there been a real big man in the white house
who has had the courage ability and initiative
to assume the leadership in congress and drive
through legislation that common sense prudence
and necessity demands 20

T 8 senator robert marion la follette Is dead herald
june 18 1925 p 1

19 minding your own business herald may 18 1926
p 2

slandering the athenians herald june 1 1926
p 2

18

for one I1 s f

18

20
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later the editor had praise for those brave enough to

speak out against wrongs in society when he said for
tunatelylunatelytuna theretely are in every century brave souls who dare to

21come out in opposition to the accepted order of things

in the summer of 1926 an editorial appeared about miss

mary simkhovitchsimkohovitchSimk ahovitch new york city social worker who labored

among the most wretched poor of the city the irony of

their poverty in a nation that prided itself in its tremenbremen

dous material wealth was not missed by miss simkhovitchsimkohovitchSimk orhovitch

the herald editor
she mary sees her people burned to death

in rickety old tenements their minds blasted by
the heat of the streets their children killed
by rich mens motor cars she sees amid the
indescribable poverty of her people the lavish
luxury of the night clubs she watches her people
turn to crime in protest against such things 22

in the fall of 1926 soon after the death of eugene

debs the titular head of the american socialist party the

editor wrote a moving tribute to debs determination to

right any and all wrongs he saw

we speak of debs the flaming spirit in revolt
against wrong of a kindly man so sensitively
attuned to the lives of his fellows that their
suffering became his own personal pain driving him
into impassioned speech and action on their behalf
of a great soul who never counted the cost of
unflinching devotion to ideals 23

radicalism herald june 8 1926 p 2

too prosperous herald july 15 1926 p 2

gene debs Is gone herald october 26 1926 p 2

21

22

23
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in december of 1921 emma goldman a radical anarchist
who advocated the overthrow of the united states governmentgoverrlment

was deported to russia along with a number of other commucomma

nist sympathizers however she became disillusioned with

russia and returned to live in canada while in canada she

requested admittance back into the united states and con

senteddented to be interviewed by reporters her story was

carried in newspapers across the nation as well as by the

herald in november 1926

miss goldman saw that america had come a long way in

promoting social reform since her arrival in 1896 but much

still needed to be done she spoke of her love for america

despite being born in russia and her still strong ties to

that country and she hoped that america would correct its
abuses someday

in conclusion miss goldman saw 1926 america as having

come a long way since the america she found in 1896

people lived by bread alone caring nothing
for the things of the spirit social wrongs
economic injustices and political abuses went
unchallenged or if they were questioned it was
by the very few whose voices sounded like a cry in
the wilderness 24

in december of 1927 the provo rotary a businessmans

club hosted mr A H dixon who was a local banker he

spoke to them about business abuses against employees in

24 emma goldman herald november 15 1926 p 1
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provo for example mr dixon gave examples of the local
practice of making employees work overtime and then refus
ing to pay time and ahalfa wageshalf for overtime mr dixon

also criticized local businessmen for overworking women and

for refusing to give employees the customary saturday

afternoon off work sounding very much like a progressive

labor leader mr dixon concluded his talk with the admoniadmani

tion that if employers treated their workers well they the

employer would be rewarded with better work and a better
public image good feeling efficiency and happiness alike
could be increased

in early 1928 the editor again took up the progressive

banner when he asked whether democratic presidential candi-

date al smith of new york would pick up the progressive

banner that had been dropped by robert lafollette in 1925

the editor asked if al smith would like robert lafollette
push for public ownership of water resources a strong

interstate commerce commission ICC to regulate railroads
and the abolition of injunctions in labor disputes Is

smith to pick up the fallen flag and carry on with their
progressive principals if he does will millions of

progressives rally to him

25 elimination of emnityeunity among provo business
competitors would result in benefits herald december 9

1927 p 1

smith progressive herald january 10 1928 p 2

ed thetreat i
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soon after this the editor wondered about the federal
governments willingness to use army troops to protect

standard oil company property threatened by revolutionaries
in nicaragua and elsewhere but when it comes to asking

aid in protection of the nation against oil robbers

standard oil puts its nose to its thumb and twiddles its
27fingers

soon after the editor took up an old progressive

theme john D rockefellers rise to power

history will say that his greatest service
was destroying the foolish belief in the value of
competition while he was accumulating wealth
enough to engage in his immense and laudable phil
anthropiesanthropiusanthro hispies standard oil companys policies were
filling some graves in pipe line wars ruining many
small purveyors of oil clubbing workmen who were
only after adequate wages and the company finally
had to be destroyed by law as a great menace to the
nation

in the fall of 1928 the editor wrote one of the most

thoughtful editorials of the entire decade the editorial
was entitled our life sentences and was about jesse
pomeroy who had been committed to life imprisonment for a

hidioushilioushi butdious unmentioned crime he had committed in 1876

the editor reminded his readers that grant was the

president when mr pomeroy entered prison and that he had

just completed his fifty second year behind bars mr

27 oil patriotism herald february 10 1928 p 2

his greatest herald february 26 1928 p 2

b
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pomeroy had indeed lost his freedom but how many other

people in america today not living in prison were as unfree

as mr pomeroy

just how free are we after all how many of
us are being overlooked by life just as truly as
if we were held in prison the drudge in the new
bedford cotton mill striving to raise a family on
eighteen dollars a week just how rich a life do
you suppose he manages to live does he ever get
a chance to demonstrate that he is heir to all the
ages does his fellow worker the halfstarvedhalf
pennsylvania

starved
coal miner does the offspring of

the city slums the north woods lumberjack the
backcountryback farmercountry whose sterile acres plunge
him yearly deeper into debt

freedom to live isnt just a matter of a
prison wall there are other fetters just as
effective the convict isnt the only one
that deserves your sympathy

on the eve of the 1928 presidential election the

herald ran a front page story entitled ELEPHANTS DONKEYS

RUBBER STAMPS 11 the theme of the story was that party

labels were really only masks for the real issues the real
issue was not between democrats and republicans but between

conservatives those who would keep the brakes on and

progressivesprogress thoseives who would move ahead the latter were

strongly endorsed by the herald

that same day a full page political advertisement for

dr J H paul of logan utah was run in the herald mr

29 our life sentences herald september 16 1928
p 2

elephants donkeys rubber stamps herald
november 4 1928 p 1

30
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paul was for the federal income tax government ownership of

water resources and national parks for all the people to

enjoy mr paul opposed senator reed smoot of utah in his

advocation of high tariffstariff and of private ownership of water

resources the progressive candidate for utah office was

the only candidate who received full page coverage in the

her a id suggesting herald support and sympathy for pro-

gressive causes

after the election which the republicans won the

editor commented in a progressive spirit on the state of the

american economy in 1929

we may have our problems some industries
may be stagnant textile workers may be underpaid
coal miners may be starving the power trust may
be propagandizing our schools and the farmers may
be in despair but we have 40000 millionaires
anyway doesnt that encourage you32

in the spring of 1929 a delegation of mill workers

from a southern cotton mill visited a group of senators in

washington DC at the time of their visit to washington

there were many americans who lived in the grasp of poverty

and who worked for sustenance wages in wretched conditions

despite the fact that the american economy was to all
surface appearances booming the observations that the

senators made about the mill workers was run in the herald

voters urged to elect dr J H paul to congress
herald november 4 1928 p 3

3211 40000 millionaires herald january 14 1929
p 2
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jennie is a wage earneearner spinner in the
textile mills she works 60 hours a week and
is paid precisely 4.95495 every saturday then
there was myrtle spoudsaoud who is twenty and works
60 hours a week for pay that ranges between 8

and 11 and there was mrs bertha crawford who
supports three children by working 61 hours a
week for 16.621662

these if you please are the industrial
statistics of 1929 they are important for this
reason they prove that there is something very
terribly wrong somewhere 33

in july 1929 almost on the eve of the stock market

crash the herald editor called for the gathering of unem-

ployment statistics public works projects funded by the

federal government and unemployment insurance for those out

of work

in summary the purpose of this chapter has been to

show that in a decade when it was generally assumed the pro

gressivepressivegres spiritsive declined a strong progressive spirit
remained in one small town in america

it may be true that william jennings bryan attracted
large crowds because of his reputation as a great orator
the fact that he came to provo twice during the decade

filled the tabernacle to overflowing both times was cheered

and applauded by provo citizens and given a lavish reception
by the leading citizen of the town suggests his progressive

standards were supported by many provo citizens

dark pockets of industry herald may 24 1929
p 2

laid off at forty herald july 26 1929 p 2

t
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the evidence given here also suggests that provo was

not insensitive to business abuses as the speech by a

leading provo banker to a businessmens club shows nor was

provo ignorant of noted reformers such as eugene debs and

robert lafollette
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CHAPTER FOUR

boosterism

measured by almost any standard the twenties was a

decade of remarkable economic prosperity for example the

nations manufacturing output rose more than 60 points

during the decade the gross national product GNP rose an

average of five percent every year output per worker rose

more than 33 percent over the decade and unemployment

although varied was usually less than five percent infla-
tion was limited to less than 2 percent a year and

individual income rose from 522 a year in 1921 to 716 a

year in 1929 businessmen were given credit for most of

this growth and became the center of public admiration as

the following historian writes

america in the 1920s belonged to the business
man it was a business civilization the business
community had always been extremely influential
and it had at times so thoroughly controlled national
politics that it had regarded washington as a branch

freidel claims unemployment never rose above 2
throughout the decade except in sick industries p 159
however geoffrey perrett claims unemployment was never
lower than 5 and was usually considerably above that
figure geoffrey perrett america in the twenties new
york simon and schuster 1982 ppap 321322321 322
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office but never before in american history
had business influence been so unhampered and
so pervasive politics economic affairs foreign
policy social relationship and popular thought
all reflected the triumph of the businessman 2

H L mencken one of the leading social critics of the

twenties wrote this about the general public adoration of

businessmen

the successful businessman among us
enjoys the public respect and adulation that
elsewhere bathe only the bishops and generals
of artillery he enjoys an aristocratic
immunity from most forms of judicial process
he wears the legion dad1 honour is an LLD
from yale and is received cordially at the
white house 3

A person who was a strong advocate of businessmen and

business methods was known as a booster A booster had a

number of characteristics that made him unique for one he

was opposed to most forms of federal government inter-
ference and regulation of business secondly he was an

optimist having witnessed and participated in the extra
ordinary business success who believed that if business

methods were applied to any other form of endeavor anything

could be done thirdly a booster was a social animal and a

belonger who joined any number of businessmens clubs such

as rotary kiwanis and the chamber of commerce that
sprouted during the age of business

2 shannon p 49

2 shannon p 50
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As the following will show provo participated in this
booster spirit that characterized the twenties

in 1919 fourteen years after its organization in
chicago a provo branch of rotary was organized rotary was

a strong booster organization devoted to positive business

methods two years after its organization the provo rotary

club hosted a banquet commemorating the sixteenth anniver-

sary of rotarystarysnotarysRo founding As the herald story on the event

pointed out many of the leading businessmen of the city
attended A number of goals for provo were outlined two of

which better things for provo and a better citycitys were

significant
two months later the provo commercial club another

businessmensbusiness organizationmengsments hosted its annual booster

ball billed as the biggest social event of the season the

theme was progress and prosperity for provo the entire
community was invited

in addition to rotary and the provo commercial club
provo had a branch of the chamber of commerce in the fall
of 1924 the secretary of the provo chapter wrote a very

glowing and optimistic booster article for the herald

entitled MEN OF VISION HAVE FAITH IN PROGRESS OF PROVO AND

4 provo rotary to celebrate anniversary with banquet
herald february 21 1921 p 1

what next herald may 27 1923 p 1

4

5

4provo

5what
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may 12 1925 p 2
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UTAH COUNTY 11 the article was a strong booster endorsement

of provo

mr hinckley saw a bright future ahead for provo he

was very upbeat full of booster optimism

however the mighty hand upon the dial of
human destiny now points to the striking hour of
progress the enormous quantities of materials
which we have been surrounded by eons have been
undisturbed now the development of the western
world is calling for them and men alert of mind
quick of action have heard that call and with the
colossal strength and intellect and capital are
preparing to build this mighty empire of the setting
sun with home manufactured products out of the
hills of utah will come the structural iron and
steel which will be fabricatedabrica intoted the magic cities
of the east and by which the marvelous powers of
nature will be harnessed and made the servants of
mankind we are now facing the rising sun of
prosperity and opportunity 6

in the spring of 1925 F T mackay manager of the

salt lake city ford dealership spoke to the springvilleSpring

kiwanis

ville
club mr mackay said every good booster

0 should have vigor energy strength
ambition determination will power initiative
tact and pluck

pep is the thing that is essential in any
business you can tell how much pep a man has by
the way he talks the way he carries his shoulders
and head when he walks you can tell it by his
dress and his personal appearance and you can
tell it by the way he undertakes to do his jobs

A man who moves like he has lead in his shoes
may just as well get out of the parade

if a man has lead in his shoes he ought to go
somewhere and get electrified 7

men of vision have faith in industrial progress of
provo and utah county herald november 18 1924 p 1

springvilleSpring kiwanisville hear talk on pep

46
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the following year provo realtor J A owens spoke to

the annual meeting of the utah realty association in salt
lake city in his talk mr owens praised the three utah

cities of salt lake city ogden and logan for their su-
bstantial growth in the last year however in his
concluding remarks mr owens told the realtors that his home

town surpassed every other utah city in every way

provo is a city where love of god and love
of country go hand in hand there was not a
major crime committed in provo in 1925 of all
the cities of the intermountain west provo is
the center of opportunity progress and
prosperity 8

on the first day of may 1924 the columbia steel
corporation of san francisco california began construction
just south of provo of a large steel mill complete with

blast furnaces and coke ovens in the fall of 1926 the

completed mill was dedicated L F rains vicepresidentvice
and

president

general manager of columbia steel invited W H

simmons president of the new york stock exchange to provo

to speak mr simmons accepted utah governor george H

dern and a number of other leaders also attended the dedica-

tion in provo

in his speech mr simmons saw a strong economic future
ahead for america with no depressions despite some rumblings

that money panics were becoming more common

0 provo is the city for opportunity progress and
prosperity herald january 12 1926 p 1

8provo
1926f
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I1 look for no special depression ahead but
rather for a growing steadiness of securities
prices there seems to be very little danger of
any future money panics in wall street there
has been none since the erection of the federal
reserve bank and it seems unlikely that there
will be any under the present banking system 9

these were words of optimism from the president of the
new york stock exchange to a provo audience in the age of

the booster at the dedication of a local steel mill

the following month the columbia steel company hosted

an open house at the new plant where more than 350 people

attended among the guests were utah governor george H

dern provo mayor T H hansen salt lake city mayor C

clarence nelson and president heber J grant president of

the LDS church

in the spring of the following year A W christensen
safety director of the columbia steel company spoke to the

brigham young university student body

utah county will be the richest and largest
county in the state As soon as eastern capital
shall learn of these conditions of material
wealth it will be impossible to keep capital out
the county will grow to be the biggest and richest
in the state 10

in the summer of 1927 provo launched a WHY IM FOR

PROVO campaign amid tremendous enthusiasm A movie of many

9 stock exchange president visits provo herald
november 15 1926 p 1

10 says utah county will lead state industrially
herald april 21 1927 p 1
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provo attractions such as the farms the surrounding

scenery local industries community leaders the lake and

especially beautiful local women was made and shown in each

of the local movie houses A bathing beauty contest was

held which was open to the public as well as a clean up

campaign the purpose of all this was to attract attention
to provo and to advertise the beauties and advantages of
provo especially to visitors As the herald said of the

campaign its purpose was to boost provo in both local and

visitors eyes

in the fall of the same year the union pacific

railroad chose provo as the host city for its annual em-

ployee athletic meet employees from all over the western

united states were invited to provo to participate in events

from broad jumping to tennis because of the honor of having

been chosen host city over a number of other cities provo

went to extraordinary lengths to assure the event would be a

success and to boost provo as the host city for example

in late august a 300 car caravan made up of provo boosters
headed north towards ogden to advertise the event and to
promote provo the auto caravan contained two bands scores

of local beauties and leaders in addition every car was

decorated with banners and full of provo boosters anxious to

activities of city will be portrayed on screen
beauty contest to be novel feature herald june 24 1927
p 1

11

broadjumping

11
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boost their home town the day of the caravan was declared
a local holiday in conjunction with the upcoming sports meet

so that every provo citizen who wanted to participate could
12do so

soon after this the entire front page of the herald
was filled with booster articles promoting both the coming

event and the host city E S hinckley provo chamber of

commerce secretary and one of provos strongest boostersboastersbo

wrote

osters
a very upbeat article entitled PROVOS advantages FOR

SPORTS CLASSIC summarized his reasons

FIRST provo is the garden city of utah
SECOND provo is the home of brigham young

university a standard american institution of
learning

THIRD provo is the county seat of utah
county and throughout the district there is a
strong wholesome athletic atmosphere

FOURTH provo is blessed with a fine spirit
of cooperation and everyone knows that whatever
the provo chamber of commerce undertakes it
carries over with success

FIFTH provo is one of the largest units of
athletes in the league and all of them are
consistent good sports and enthusiastic boostersboastersbo

SIXTH
osters

provo is the real center of scenic
america

the rest of the front page was filled with equally

enthusiastic articles and a brief reading of just the titles
will give a suggestion of their tone RECEPTION SHOULD BE

12 provo plans auto caravan for U P meet herald
august 7 1927 p 1

city prepares to welcome thousands who will attend
U P athletic meet herald august 22 1927 p 1

secondprovo

thirdprovo
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GREAT ONE CHAMBER GREETS COMING VISITORS OFFICIAL OF

0 S L UNIT enthusiastic if BEAUTIFUL TROPHIES SHOWN

ATHLETIC CLUB WILL BE HOST
14

on the day of the athletic meet a strong booster story

entitled PROVO PLANS GREAT FUTURE appeared on page one of

tlethe herald in the same upbeat optimistic tone of earlier
articles dealing with provo this story outlined many of
provos advantages to both locals and visitors

no other section of the western part of
the united states has greater possibilities or
a brighter future than provo and utah county
the territory within a radium of 30 miles of
provo is resting snugly in the lap of fortune
in the not farawayfar futureaway this section will be
the industrial center of the rocky mountain
territory with hundreds of industrial plants
of every conceivable kind producing the
necessities for the rapidly growing pacific
coast area 1315

in december paul clagstone the western division
manager of the chamber of commerce visited provo and spoke

to the provo chapter his topic was prosperity in the

united states and he told his provo audience that contrary

to the rumors that the nation was passing into a depres

sionslon business conditions were greater than ever and there
was nothing to worry about

14 ibid
5n provo plans great future herald september 4

1927 p 1
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mr clagstone concluded by telling his audience that
the stock market was higher than any corresponding period

last year 11 suggesting that increases in the market meant

further prosperity
A week after this E S hinckley wrote another of his

optimistic articles extolling the virtues of provo for

residents and visitors entitled prosperity AND FUTURE

possibilities FOR PROVO the article concluded with this
happy forecastore

we

cast
believe that the future of this vicinity

is laden with opportunity and that men of wisdom
and foresight will grasp them and garner to
themselves the great harvest of the future
years 17

boosterism was evident in another way in the spring

of 1928 the national american intercollegiate swim meet was

held in philadelphia bud shields a student at BYU and a

provo resident won both the 220 and 440 freestyle races

his winning aroused not only enthusiasm among provo boosters

at home but national recognition as well As the front page

article said shields of brigham young is now a national

hero and provo should act accordingly

prosperity of US Is rated high herald
december 15 1927 p 1

prosperity and future possibilities of provo
emphasized by C of C herald december 29 1927 p 4

16

f
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not since the days of alma richardson and
clinton larson has a provo athlete captured
national championship honors

AND WHEN BUD shields COMES HOME ITS UP
TO PROVO TO GIVE HIM A GREAT reception18RECEPTION

soon

18

after this banner headlines appeared in the

herald that read MEETING TUESDAY TO AROUSE enthusiasm OF

C OF C WORKERS tremendous GROWTH OF CITY EXPECTED As

the first paragraph stated provo was a community that had

reason to look with hope to the future
looking orwardforward to an era of great

industrial and commercial development in provo
and utah county the provo chamber of commerce
is laying plans to meet a situation that will
call for the heartiest cooperation of every man
woman and child in this community provo is
destined to become the industrial center of
utahs industrial development 19

in conjunction with this the provo chamber of commerce

kicked off its annual membership drive a few days later
again the theme was provos bright and prosperous future
F C richmond past president of the salt lake chamber of

commerce was invited to speak at the kickoff of the fund

raising the first few lines of his speech give a clear
picture of just how optimistic provo felt about its economic

potential provo is bound to be another pittsburgh 1 the

1 0 provo must have big day for shields herald
april 2 1928 p 1

19 meeting tuesday to arouse enthusiasm of C of C

workers herald may 10 1928 p 1

l1
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tremendous industrial development coming to provo cannot be

stopped I1

in may of 1928 another fundraisingfund campaignraising was

launched to raise funds to build a large addition to the BYU

football stadium the goal was to raise 25000 to build an

additional 5000 seats in the cougar stadium to raise the
money 110 men would canvas the city beginning may 31

1928 requesting donations from citizens and the chamber of

commerce would sponsor a big meeting to arouse contributions
and enthusiasm at the meeting the following conversation
by a number of provo notables was recorded by herald
reporters

president franklin S harris of BYU we
need twenty five or thirty thousand dollars to put
five thousand seats in the stadium

I1 E brockbank local banker make itfifty thousand and put in more seats
president clayton jenkins of the provo

chamber of commerce I1 am sure jesse ellertson
and his committee can get the money

secretary E S hinckley of the chamber of
commerce in the chamber of commerce lexicon
there is no such word as fail we can raise the
money

all we can do it
this forceful booster spirit continued strong in provo

without a break in the autumn of 1928 a full page

advertisement boosting local industries and american

great growth of provo predicted herald may 16
1928 p 1

21 campaign committees listed sentiment Is strong for
project herald may 25 1928 p 1

20

21
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industry appeared in the herald entitled UTAH COUNTY

SHARES IN AMERICAS TRIUMPHS it its theme was that american

industry had lifted america to a level of prosperity never

before enjoyed by so many the theme that provo would soon

be one of the centers of industry and prosperity was again

suggested in the article in the usual booster tone

if we are to judge by the evidence all
around us it is apparent that america has
entered into the golden age of industrial supre-
macy never before in world history has there
been a parallel to the tremendous concentration
of industrial and commercial enterprise flourish
ing in this country

utah county shares in americas triumphs
we point confidently toward a future which shall
see utah county as one of the greatest industrial
centers in the west

in december 1928 banner headlines appeared in the

herald which read 1929 EXPECTED TO BE GREAT BUSINESS YEAR

the introductory lines sum up the booster spirit of the age

optimism is predominant in industry the
year drawing to a close declared remarkably
successful with further advances predicted for
near future business leaders look for further
advances in 1929 23

in january 1929 BYU hosted its annual leadership week

the purpose of which was to offer teaching and managerial

skills to LDS church leaders church leaders from all over

22 utah county shares in americas triumphs herald
september 13 1928 p 3

23 1929 expected to be great business year herald
december 27 1928 p 1

22
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the west came to provo for the week to attend the sessions
on the day of the first sessions the herald ran a front
page story welcoming the visitors and inviting them to enjoy

more than just the sessions while in provo

utah county is one of the finest counties in
the west it rivals the best surpasses the
rest here you will find almost everything
destined to make man happy and contented

in april of 1929 mr paul clagstone returned to provo

for the second time in less than two years to speak to provo

businessmen about the economy he spoke in the hotel

roberts and more than 125 local businessmen attended his

theme echoed the sentiment that prevailed nationwide

prosperity would continue without a break

reports of the national chamber of commerce
show that prosperity as a whole has increased
consistently since 1926 a year that was unpreunpure
cedenteddentedcementedce prior to that time in this widespread
business activity from the reports reaching me

this year indications are that prosperity is
continuing to increase and it should so
continue 25

in a concluding sentence mr clagstone sounded a theme

very familiar to the twenties the national chamber

advocates governments retirement from the business field
and a policy of lower taxes

24 welcome visitors herald january 21 1929 p 1

25 official of U S chamber speaks to businessmen
herald april 3 1929 p 1

26 ibid

24
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despite all the optimistic talk the bottom fell out of

the stock market in the fall of 1929 and the great depres

sion followed on thursday october 24 1929 known in

history as black thursday stock prices hit a frightening
low on tuesday october 29 1929 some sixteen million
shares of stock were offered in a panic for sale at alltimeall
low

time

prices most of which were not sold despite the crash

on the stock market leaders expressed confidence that there
was really nothing to worry about

for example president herbert hoover announced the day

after black thursday the fundamental business of the

country that is production and distribution of commodities
27is on a sound and prosperous basis

the president of the american federation of labor
AFL william green expressed the view that within a few

months we will be back to a normal state in the industrial
2 8

and economic life of the nation

the same optimism in the face of the stock market crash

and the oncoming depression prevailed in provo on the last
day of december 1929 two months after the market crash the

editor of the herald closed out 1929 and opened 1930 with an

optimistic booster editorial which probably echoed the

sentiments of many other boosters nationwide

27graebner p 1042

ibid

28
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prosperity for provo next year you bet
the recent wall street stock crash bad as it
was has not had a widespread effect on american
business instead of the oldtimeold panictime situation
business seems to be going along virtually as well
as ever

president hoover has moved to speed up
recovery and meet the emergency everything is
looking better for 1930 than the most optimistic
booster had hoped

provo is not a city of stock gamblers it
is a city of progress and that progress will be
seen in 1930 more than ever beforels
the purpose of this chapter has been to show that one

small town in america quickly adapted the booster business

mensments clubs that were founded in large cities a decade prior
to the twenties while it is true that boosterism always

has and always will be a smalltownsmall characteristictown it is
also true that businessmens booster clubs such as rotary

which was founded in chicago in 1905 spread quickly to
provo and probably to other small towns as well there was

a strong spirit of participation in businessmens clubs and

a spirit of optimism and praise for business in provo during

the new era

29 prosperity for provo herald december 19 1929
p 2

proiressbressbefore 9lS
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CHAPTER FIVE

advertising & installment BUYING

As pointed out in an earlier chapter manufacturing

output rose remarkably during the decade of the twenties

increased efficiency with such devices as the assembly line
led to lower costs for goods and greater output the

introduction of professional schools of management led to

better business methods A generally benevolent federal
government and a minimum of government restrictions on busi-
ness practices also helped industrial output equally

important was the rise of mass advertising to stimulate

increased public demand for this increased quantity of goods

produced this ability of advertising to make the public

less happy with what they had and more anxious to purchase

newer and better goods was summarized by one historian who

said
A new arm of american commerce came into

being advertising by persuasion and ploy
allure sexual suggestion advertisers sought to
make americans chronically discontented with their
paltry possessions and to want more more
more 1

thomas A bailey and david M kennedy the american
pageant 7thath ed vol 2 lexington MA DC heath and
company 1983 p 709
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throughout the twenties the provo herald was replete
with full page advertismentsadvertisementsadvertis tryingments to lure customers to buy

all manner of goods from washing machines to furniture to

automobiles only a sampling of some will be given here

suffice it to say that provo merchants were as aggressive as

any others in creating a demand for goods that may not have

existed before
on december 20 1920 a full page advertisement

appeared on page six of the herald taken out by robinson

brothers music on north university avenue in provo the

advertisement was headed with very large letters reading

NO MONEY DOWN below the caption were slightly smaller

letters that read terms from 6 to 24 months to complete

the purchase of A new edison phonograph or piano in stock

much of the remainder of the advertisement was lavishly

illustrated with pictures and rendering of the latest
phonographs and pianos all just in time for christmas

in addition to this appeal to the buyer was such extras as

one years free service free home delivery and a free
selection of player piano rolls or records with any pur

chase

the full page advertisement was as sophisticated as

many seen in later years the buyer is enticed with the

prospect of a lovely new phonograph he is reminded that he

no money down herald december 20 1920 p 6
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need pay nothing down and that he will receive many extras

if he buys now the advertisement also makes a subtle
appeal to the christmas shopper what better gift than a

brand new victrola for a loved one in 1920 provo had

advertising that would make many provoansProvo chronicallyans

discontented with their paltry possessions

in the spring of 1921 guy hubbard editor of the new

york magazine dry goods economist visited provo in an

interview with herald reporters mr hubbard had these

observations about provo advertising

the best thing about your advertising is itsspirit
the illustrations of advertisements placed

in the herald are better than you think because
they are human and show the goods in sensible
style 3

full page advertisements with lavish illustrations
offering many extras to the buyer were a common feature in

the provo newspaper local merchants did their best to

attract the eye of potential buyers of their merchandise

in october 1923 provo furniture company dixontaylordixon

russell
taylor

placed an advertisement in the herald the

advertisement covered half a page and was promoting the new

monarch gas range above a large illustration of the range

were the letters EASY TERMS beneath the illustration
were the words 9 PIECE PURE ALUMINUM COOKING SET FREE

new york advertising man praises provo progress
herald april 22 1921 p 1
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WITH PURCHASE the advertisement went on to remind the

reader that for only ten dollars down and free home deli-
very this beautiful range could be in their kitchen

soon after this herald readers were treated to a

lavish full page advertisement placed by provo based bates

furniture company this full page advertisement was liter
ally covered with illustrations of beautiful new phonographs

in a variety of sizes and styles at the top in very large

letters were the words that were sure to attract attention
A BEAUTIFUL PIANO FOR YOU absolutely FREE 1 beneath the

letters was a drawing of the piano and under it the words A

600 DOLLAR HOFFMAN below that in smaller letters was

information on how one could win the piano simply come in

and be one of the first fifty purchasers of one of the many

phonographs shown on the page and your name would be placed

in the drawing in addition to all this allure the bottom

of the page had large words with TWELVE MONTHS TO PAY

SPECIAL TERMS 12 MONTHS FREE SERVICE and OLD PHONO

GRAPH TAKEN IN IN TRADE
5

A year later one of the most appealing and aggressive

advertisements appeared in the herald the advertisement

easy terms herald october 5 1923 p 5

A beautiful piano for you absolutely free herald
october 14 1923 p 4

4
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covered a whole page and was placed by irvines furniture
45 51 north university avenue in provo

at the top of the page in two inch banner headlines
ran the words GIGANTIC TITANIC COLOSSAL 1 beneath

that in even larger banner headlines ran SALE BEGINS

JULY 12th112thi at the bottom of the page in halfinchhalf headlinesinch

ran free theater tickets to first 100 buyers 1 above

that was a large drawing of a huge hand reaching out of the

sky with the caption GRASP YOUR opportunity if all
this was not enough to attract the buyers eye the page was

covered with such attractions as 10t barrel in front of

store with up to 5 worth of goods inside 5 gift certi-
ficate with every 5 you buy and daily specials

the advertisement was a furniture sale although none

of the furniture was shown that probably was not necessary

because the buyer was drawn into the store as much by the

extra attractions as by the prices of the sale items

throughout the decade large one and two page

advertisements appeared in the herald at least weekly many

offered a variety of extras to the buyers such as easy

terms 11 home delivery and generous tradeinbradein given

provo merchants were very aggressive and very creative in

advertising and displaying their goods to local audiences

gigantic titanic colossal herald july 8 1924
p 3

10

6

6gigantic
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just a sampling of headlines will show this AT NO TIME

WILL WE BE UNDERSOLD 11 GREATEST SALE IN THE FURNITURE

WORLDS HISTORY it
01 ONE DOLLAR DOWN BUYS ANYTHING IN THE

STORE and THE MOST AMAZING SALE EVER OFFERED
7

advertising was a success and provo merchants knew

it on december 27 1925 a front page editorial appeared in

the herald entitled WHO PAYS FOR advertisingadvertising11 to11 answer

the question the editorial pointed out that merchants who

do not advertise pay because those merchants who do adve-
rtise have increased sales and lower expenses as a result
the article showed examples of large stores in new york that

p8had suffered loss of revenues from limited advertising

the lesson was clear to provo merchants advertise and you

will have greater profits dont advertise and you will
have less profits

even cigarettes got full coverage in provo in july
1928 a half page advertisement for lucky strike cigarettes
appeared on page seven of the herald showing a large illus
trationaration of movie director king vidor he was quoted as

saying that this product was the cream of the crop

above the illustration in one inch headlines ran the words

20679 doctors say luckiesjuckies are less irritating to the

7 her aid february 25 1925 p 6 july 17 1927 p 8

july 20 1927 p 4 july 2 1928 p 5

0
who pays for advertising herald december 27 1925

p 1

l1 17
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9throat the advertisement said nothing else the product

was toasted it was endorsed as the cream of the crop by

a noted american movie director and it was recommended by

more than 20000 doctors as the least irritating of any

brand of cigarettes
probably one of the most interesting and suggestive

advertisements appeared in the herald on december 22 1929

the advertisement ran in conjunction with the color and

sound movie glorifying the american girl which was playing

at the paramount theater billed as A shattering array of

feminine beauty their rise to fame and fortune their loves

and disappointments the movie starred the famous ziegfield

follies chorus girls the most beautiful women in

america

the advertisement was billed as glorifyingGlorify theing provo

girl and it was placed by nine provo merchants the

advertisement was purely suggestive photographs of movie

starlets probably the ziegfield follies girls were

scattered about the page in bathing suits and nightgownsnight

with

gowns

that come hither pout that beautiful movie starlets
do so well for example one of the merchants had an

advertisement with a bathing beauty smiling at the reader

9 its toasted herald july 2 1928 p 7

glorifyingGlorify theing american girl herald december 29
1929 p 6

in
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with the caption and what american girl would refuse A box

of chocolates from startup candy company another showed a

tall sensual star in a transparent nightgown smiling a coy

smile at the reader with the caption brownbillbrown biltbillblit shoes do

much to glorify the american woman get them at buster
brown shoe store 168 west center street provo

probably the most attractive and suggestive

advertisement of all was placed by the provo greenhouse in

the advertisement an attractive movie star was sitting on a

rock with nothing on but flowers covering the feminine parts
of her body beneath the caption read flowers speak the

language of beauty in the center of the page was a

photograph of three starlets in bathing suits doing a dance

routine and smiling at the viewer it was captioned A

gorgeous array of the new fashions and it was placed by

butlersButlerbutier womens clothing in provoprovosprovoe

the

11

1929 provo advertisements were designed to attract
and stimulate the viewer in no less a manner than the

pepsicolapepsi televisioncola commercials today with their
bikini clad beauties sipping a pepsi on the beach the

advertisements were full of beautiful women with suggestive

comehithercome lookshither on their faces the subtle and persuasive
power of erotic and suggestive appeal was used by provo

merchants as effectively as by any other big city merchants

during the twenties

ibid

refuse
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CHAPTER SIX

POPULAR CULTURE

the twenties are probably best remembered for the

social activities that many people participated in

flaming youth flappers all night parties in college

fraternities bootleg gin bathing beauties sports spectaspecca

cularscolars radio soap operas crossword puzzles and ma jong

activities that people did themselves or entertainment that
people watched remains strong in peoples minds even today

such behavior may not have been an accurate portrayal of

life for the majority of americans during the era but it is
nonetheless true that many participated in a style of

behavior that gave the decade the name the roaring twe-
nties

provo had jazz music at local halls where drunken

couples danced close together in addition provo had

titillating movies in the theaters all night parties in

private homes bathing beauty contests sports mania and

soap series on the radio and in the newspaper A brief look

at some of the more sensational headlines in the local
newspaper will show that provo participated in the jazz
age with as much vigor as did any large metropolitan

center
67
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jazz got an early start in provo in november 1920

headlines in the herald announced SPRIGHTLY JAZZ DANCE

AND MUSICAL ACT at the columbia theater 1
A photograph of

the jazz band complete with a trumpet saxaphonesaxophonesax andaphone female

vocalist appeared with the advertisement

another advertisement appeared a month later announc-

ing BOWLINGS CHICAGO syncopated JAZZ REVIEWreview11 at11 the
2provo armory in december 1920

the popularity of the music continued to rise among

provo dancers until it reached a point where the decent

citizens of the community rose to complain about its effect
on the youth in june 1921 front page headlines appeared

in the herald which read IMMORAL DANCING IN RESORTS AND

HALLS COMPLAIN PROVO WOMEN the complaint was submitted to

the utah county commissioners office by a distinguished

body of local womens clubs of which the following were

only a sample sorosis mutual improvement association
daughters of the utah pioneers the mormon battalion
womens municipal council and the service star legion

judging from the number of groups submitting the complaint

the situation must have been serious the report denounced

sprightly jazz dance and musical act herald
november 15 1920 p 2

2 bowlingsbollingsBow chicagolings syncopators herald december 6

1920 p 2

1sprightly

2bowlings
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immoral dancing jazz music and intoxication at provo

resorts the report read in part
dancing of a standard far worse than anything

permitted in new york chicago or los angeles is
witnessed at dance halls near provo

I1 have seen a great deal of intoxication
at dancing resorts in the county

the obnoxious dancing positions are not
graceful

jazz music must be prohibited if this is
not done it will affect the morals of every young
man and every girl who goes to our dance halls

some eastern people with us mrs potter
womens club member said were shocked at the

dancing permitted at this resort 3

the complaint may have fallen upon deaf ears because in

september headlines read GENEVA RIOTS IN VULGAR DANCING

REPORT CLAIMS 11 this accusation of loose behavior was

submitted by provo deputy sheriff otto birk in an interview

with herald reporters liquor jazz and loose standards of

dance were again in evidence in provo resorts
young girls of 14 and 15 were dancing the

cheek to cheek stopping frequently to kiss and
embrace with men and boys

before the evening was over they were
biting each other on the neck

there was liquor floating around but
liquor wasnt needed to intoxicate the girls
and boys the jazz music did that

immoral dancing in resorts and halls complain provo
women herald june 22 1921 p 1

4 geneva riots in vulgar dancing report herald
september 21 1921 p 1
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the geneva resort was located on the eastern shore of

utah lake near the location of the present steel mill
jazz continued to be in great demand in provo and utah

throughout the first half of the twenties provo audiences

continued to dance to and demand jazz at local dance

resorts in 1925 the herald reported that a well known

provo band breaks ranks jazz destroys leading musical

organization of intermountain territory the group known

as the provo band had been in existence for over twenty

years throughout its existence it had steadfastly re

fused to play jazz however the demand for jazz by

audiences had become so great that the band was forced to

choose jazz or unemployment on november 12 1925 the band

chose the latter at the time of the breakup the provo

chamber of commerce and elks club were contemplating two

new bands but nothing more was heard about them afterward

the twenties were noted for promoting sexy and sugges

tive movies As frederick lewis alienallenailen said there were

movie advertisements heralding such items as

beautiful jazz babies champaign baths
midnight revels petting parties in the purple
dawns neckers petterspotters white kisses red kisses
pleasuremadpleasure daughtersmad sensation craving
mothers

herald
november 12 1925 p 1

paul sann the lawless decade new york crown
publishers inc 1957 p 77

5

41
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in 1921 betty blyth appeared in the movie queen of

sheba where in some scenes she was wrapped in nothing

much more than a few veils and a mess of imitation pearls
provo offered plenty of blonde starlets and sexy movies

to audiences during the twenties as the following will show

on april 4 1923 a four page movie advertisement for the

show bella donna with flaming pola negri appeared in the

herald among other things passionate embraces violent
love scenes and substantial action scenes were offered in

the advertiadverta sement

that fall november 30 1923 a second four page

advertisement for the movie forbidden fruit with negri
appeared in the herald love and passion in the desert with

sheiks and harems was also offered to the public

in the summer of 1925 a full page advertisement for

the movie sandra appeared in the herald it showed a

partlycladpartly womanclad with the caption beneath reading tempes

tuousthous love affairs from long island to paris the
following summer greta garbo and ricardo cortez starred in

torrent the illustration showed a couple in a passionate

embrace with flames about them the red kimona played at
the columbia that august and children were not admitted

because the movie dealt with A daring subject rudolf

valentinovalentine played in the son of the sheik in december 1926

bid p 66
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movie attendance was heavy in provo during the decade

and provo theaters were quick to offer the latest develop

ments to audiences in march 1927 the paramount theater
closed for renovationsovationsren the entire interior of the theater
was redone and a 25000 wurlitzer theater organ was

installed the paramount was opened to the public and the
0

clara bow movie it was shown

sensual movies continued to be offered to provo

audiences throughout the decade in february 1928 a full
page spread for the movie lsIs your daughter safe appeared in

the herald the film was billed as A most daring subject

delicately handled greta garbo and john gilbert appeared

in love at the paramount in march 1928 in october 1928

the scarlet lady was shown at the gem the movie advertise-
ment had the most provocative pictures of the decade one

scene showed a couple in a passionate embrace and another

showed a naked woman from the waist up clutching her bare

breasts
along with plenty of titillation provo movie houses

continued to offer audiences the latest technological

developments on august 6 1926 the first sound or

talkie movie the jazz singer was shown to movie

0
newly renovated theater reopensre opens herald march 13

1927 p 4

8
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audiences at the warner theater in new york city A little
more than two years later the gem theater installed sound

or vitaphone equipment and the talkie hit of the show

was shown to provo audiences the following february the
gem also showed the first color movie which was entitled
lonesome

soon after the paramount theater installed sound on

february 20 1929 page one of the herald read PARAMOUNT

INSTALLS VITAPHONE the movie the jazz singer with al
jolson was the first sound movie played in the paramount and

12it ran to capacity audiences

enticing and sexy movies continued to be offered to
provo audiences after color and sound was adventedventedadvertedad in provo

theaters wild orchids with greta garbo played at the
paramount in april 1929 the woman from hell with a very

suggestive poster ran at the strand in may 1929 provo

audiences must have filled the local theaters because there
were four movie houses in april of 1929 two of which had

9 paramount installs vitaphone herald february 20
1929 sec 2

gem now herald november 14 1928 p 3

A talking picture in color herald february 8

1929 p 2

12 paramount installs vitaphone herald february 20
1929 sec 2

9

10

11
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9paramount
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sound four movie houses for a town the size of provo was a

significant number

not only were provocative movies played to capacity

crowds in living color and sound and wild jazz music played

to young couples who danced too close and drank too freely
but provo had bathing beauty contests

by the middle of the decade bathing beauty contests
were common fare for provo viewers on september 2 1925

the provo columbia theater hosted a beauty contest any

local girl who wished to participate could do so simply by

being at the theater the evening of the contest all co-
ntestants would be paraded before the audience and the

winner would be chosen by applause no prize for the winner
14was mentioned although the entire community was invited

on june 24 1927 another beauty contest was held in

conjunction with a boost provo week A movie of provo

highlights was shown to audiences before the main feature
during the month of july in addition the beauty contest
was held in june to promote interest in provo local people

were invited to submit names of local beauties to the

herald the girls with the largest number of entries would

be paraded before an audience at the gem theater the

herald april 10 1929 p 4

14 provo selects two beauties herald september 2

1925 p 1

13

13
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evening of wednesday june 29 1927 the event was heralded

throughout the month of june to promote provo especially

for tourists
the bathing beauty contest must have been a success

because less than three weeks later page one of the herald

read STRAND THEATER TO STAGE BEAUTY CONTEST the

contest was held to choose the local girl to represent utah

county at the utah state fair in salt lake city on july 27

where miss utah would be chosen

As before provo citizens were invited to submit names

of local beauties A local committee would narrow the

finalists to ten girls who would parade before an audience

the evening of july 27 1927 at the strand theater
bathing suits were to be provided free of charge by the
jenkins knit company of provo no mention was made as to

how the winner would be chosen

in the spring of 1928 the paramount theater ran the

movie gentlemen prefer blondes to promote the movie and

local beauties the paramount hosted another provo bathing

beauty contest

provo to be featured in movie films herald
june 24 1927 p 1

strand theater to stage bathing beauty contest
herald july 13 1927 p 1

15

16
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the rules of the contest were simple provo citizens
could mail a picture of a local girl to the preferedpreferee blonde

contest director at the provo herald office

all contestants will appear on the stage of
the paramount theater thursday evening march 15th
at which time five semifinalistssemi willfinalists be selected
by the judges these five will appear again on the
stage friday evening march 16th when the audience
will select the first and second prize winners 7

if a provo citizen grew weary of looking at blondes on

screen they could see the real thing on provo stages on

numerous occasions during the second half of the age of

wonderful nonsense

bathing beauty contests remained popular in the provo

area throughout the decade during the summer of 1928 the

arrowhead resort in payson a town twenty miles south of
provo hosted a bathing beauty contest the winner was

chosen by applause and received a 35 cash prize as well as

a free trip to salt lake city for a shopping spree the

herald mentioned that a big crowd showed up for the
1 8contest although no winner was given

finally the edgewater resort hosted a bathing beauty

contest on the beach in the summer of 1929 one of the

gentlemen prefer blondes contest to be held
herald march 11 19281928f p 4

bathing girl review slated herald june 21 1928
p 7

pref ered
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swim suits offered for the contestants to wear was called
19screaminscreamin1screamingscreaming scanties bathing beauty contests were common

and popular in provo during the twenties
gorgeous blondes in bathing suits on the stage for all

to see beautiful blondes in transparent nightgowns on the

silver screen wailing saxaphonessaxophonessaxa blastingphones out jazz while

couples embraced and drank bootleg hootch provo had this
plus radio during the jazz age

on march 11 1920 a radio society was organized at
brigham young university professor carl F eyring of BYU

demonstrated to the public free of charge how the wireless
worked loudspeakers were then set up and the audience

2 0listened to west coast broadcasts after the demonstration

radio continued to grow in popularity in provo and by

the middle of the decade large advertisements for radios
appeared in the herald for example bates furniture of
provo placed a full page advertisement in the newspaper on

november 2 1924 it was lavishly illustrated with scenes

of gardens and birds in the center was a drawing of a

beautiful wood grained radio with the words beneath RADIO

19 bathing beauties at edgewater soon herald
august 11 1929 p 2

9020 radio society established at the BY university
herald march 11 1920 p 11
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A WORLD FORCE free delivery and easy payment plans were

offered the would be buyers

in july 1925 the zenith radio portable broadcasting

station WJAZ came to provo to broadcast music and talk shows

from their truck the portable radio station was in town as

part of a nationwide tour to promote zenith radio equipment
22in particular and public interest in radios in general

that same fall zenith radio took out a quarter page
23advertisement for their radios in the herald from then

on radio advertisements were appearing nearly every day in

the local newspaper

in january 1927 brigham young university hosted its
annual leadership week the opening session of the week was

broadcast by salt lake city radio station KSL to the local
area A front page article appeared in the herald just
prior to the braodcast inviting provo radio owners to tune

24in to the broadcast

21
radio A world force herald november 2 1924

p 4

22 broadcasting apparatus to come to provo herald
july 28 1925 p 1

radio herald october 25 1925 sec 2 p 1

24 leadership week full of interest herald
january 24 1926 p 1

21

23
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in april 1926 the provo kiwanis club announced that
they were looking into the possibility of establishing a

radio station in provo apparently the demand for radio

broadcasts was great enough to warrant a local station
by the summer of 1926 daily listings of radio broad

casts from portland oregon and san francisco california
were carried in the herald the offerings were mostly talk
shows farm news and light comedy with amos n andy a

25daily favoriteav

in

orite
addition to being the age of jazz movies and radio

the twenties were remembered for the million dollar gatescratesclates

in boxing and other spectator sports millions of americans

danced to jazz drank hootch watched sexy movies in

palatial movie houses listened to amos n andy on their
radios and watched or listened to dempsey beat carpentier
or firpo

in september 1926 jack dempsey the world heavyweight

boxing champion met gene tunney in philadelphia for the

title more than 100000 fans witnessed the fight and paid
9more than 2 million to see tunney defeat the champion

at the time of the fight the utah county fair was

being held in springvilleSpring loudspeakersville were installed at

radio herald june 24 1926 p 2

sann p 173
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various locations throughout the fairgrounds and a radio
apparatus was set up so fair goers could listen to the

fight there was a considerable amount of interest in the
27fightight according to the herald story

A year later in september 1927 jack dempsey met the

world heavyweight champion gene tunney for a second chance

at the title the fight drew over 100000 fans and again

more than 2 million like the earlier fight the match was
2 8broadcast nationwide by radio

the provo herald set up a radio and installed loud-

speakers in front of their office on 200 west center street
and invited everyone interested in hearing the fight to come

and listen
the next day huge headlines read MORE THAN 5000

FIGHT FANS HEAR HERALD RETURNS 11 As the story pointed out

it was the biggest crowd to ever come together in provo to

hear a sporting event the streets for three blocks in

every direction from the office were jammed with cars many

so tightly parked that it was impossible to walk between

them

it was a dempsey crowd during the famous long count

in the seventh round when dempsey knocked tunney down for a

27 dempsey tunney returns at fair herald
september 15 1926 p 1

2 8 sann p 175
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thirteen second count pandemonium broke out in the provo

crowd by the end of the seventh round two to one odds

were being offered in dempseysDemp favorseys however when tunney

came back and devastated dempsey during the last three
29rounds gloom settled over the crowd

in new york city the following summer gene tunney met

tom heeney of australia for the heavyweight crown the

fight was broadcast via radio to a nationwide audience for

the second time the herald set up loudspeakers and a

receiving device in front of their office and invited the

town to come and hear the fight again a big crowd showed

up to listen to the fight the day after the fight banner

headlines greeted provo 4500114500 HEAR RETURNS 11

any doubt as to provos interest in champion-
ship fights was dispelled thursday night by the
size of the throng which gathered to get the
heeneytunneyheeney resultstunney in spite of the absence of
jack dempsey famous utah mauler who is a popular
idol in provo the crowd in front of the herald
office was practically equal to the record breaking
throng which assembled for the tunney dempsey
encounter last september 30

once again the area around the herald office was

jammed with cars and people it was a heeney crowd and

tremendous applause greeted the announcement that rounds

three and seven had been won by the challenger

29 more than 5000 fight fans hear herald returns
herald september 23 1927 p 1

30500 hear returns herald july 27 1928 p 1

1927f
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soon after gene tunney defeated tom heeney the cham-

pion retired from professional boxing in february 1929

jack sharkey of boston met young stribling in miami florida
for the world heavyweight championship for the third time

the herald set up loudspeakers and invited the entire
community to hear the fight approximately 1000 showed

up despite the fact that it was a cold february and more

people had their own radios in provo

jazz movies sports radio and flaming youth were

all found in provo during the jazz age for example on

saturday evening march 10 1928 three young men who lived
in an isolated house near the eureka summit invited three
juvenile girls over for a party the girls accepted the

invitation
0 remaining there throughout the night

one of the girls leaving sunday morning and the
other two sunday afternoon there was a large
quantity of moonshine whiskey served and the
party became boisterous

herald
february 27 1929 p 1

32three youths are sentenced herald april 8 1928
p 1

31

16
32

in april herald readers were greeted with the follow-

ing on page one

reckless driving said to have been caused by
too much liquor was the cause of an automobile
accident in which three provo men and two coedsco

hear

eds

big fight at herald office31

32 three
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of the young university narrowly escaped serious
injury or death sunday afternoon 33

provo had the soaps or romantic serials also for
example on september 28 1926 a front page advertisement

for the serial campus rebels said the following about the
upcoming serial

campus rebels is a stirring story of
college life it deals with a professor a young
teacher a flapper coedco anded a handsome senior who
become involved in a strange love affair their
adventures form one of the most interesting stories
in years

campus rebels catches the flaming
rebellious spirit of the great american under-
graduate and paints a picture of college youth
that is real not merely stuffed shirts in
football togs and giddy co eds with oversized
date books 3

even screen stars got involved in writing serials for

thete heraldhd on monday february 4 1929 a front page

photograph of screen sensation clara bow showed her at a

table pen in hand looking up at the reader with a radiant
smile the captions read

CLARA BOW TO TELL READERS ABOUT IT
clara bow turns feature writer on the

herald staff
empress of it tells secret of her

personality
here is clara bow the worlds most popular

screen star writing her series of stories for

car crashes liquor cause herald april 19 1928
p 1

34 heres another real treat to herald readers
herald september 28 1926 p 1
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the evening herald the first article will appear
in thursdays february 7 1928 herald 35

in some measure provo had every aspect of the social
behavior that characterized the twenties suggestive

serials written by screen sensation clara bow all night

drunken parties in isolated cabins saxaphonessaxophonessaxa blaringphones out

jazz at geneva resort drunken youth dancing too close at
vivian park blonde bathing beauties parading across the

stage of the strand greta garbo thrillers in the movies

5000 excited provo fans cheering wildly as jack dempsey

stands over gene tunney for the long count provo had

nearly everything that made the twenties unique in americas
social history

clara bow to tell readers about it herald
february 4 1929 p 1
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CHAPTER SEVEN

BAD TIMES AHEAD

during the twenties business boomed for many reasons

scientific management introduced by frederick taylor was

a method of finding ways of making workers and their
machines produce more goods at a faster rate

professional schools of business management taught

businessmen how to run their concerns in a more efficient
and profitable manner the assembly line technique became

more common favorable tax policies returned vast sums of

money back to businesses high tariffs increased the cost

of imported goods also greater use of electricity allowed

plants to operate twenty four hours a day and other labor-

saving devices found wider acceptance during the twenties

the creation of a mass market through mass advertising
spurred business growth during the twenties

attitudes of the federal government and the public also

contributed to the business boom the federal government

morison p 424 bailyn p 1064 and john M blum
et al the national exposure vol 2 5thsthesth ed new york
harcourt brace & jovanovich 1978 p 633
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was friendly towards business and kept restrictions to a

minimum in turn a friendly public attitude towards

businessmen and business methods also helped promote busi

ness growth

accompanying this extraordinary prosperity was a

frenzy for wealth and power in speculative ventures the
more money people had in their pockets the more people arose

with schemes many of which were totally crooked to take

that money away from them As the economy continued to grow

on a shaky foundation as some writers pointed out and the

stock market continued to grow in points more and more

people invested their savings and earnings in hopes that
they could make their fortune this speculative frenzy only

0
served to weaken an already weak economy

although there were a few voices of warning against the

overdeveloped zeal for wealth words of warning were largely
ignored by the majority in their mad scramble for wealth

As one writer said
so powerful was the intoxicant of quick

profits that few heeded the voices raised in
certain quarters to warn that this tinsel pros
perityferity could not last forever 3

the majority of provo citizens strongly supported and

participated in the boomer spirit that characterized much of

2 see galbraith the great crash 1929 chapter 2 for a
good summary of the shaky foundations of the economy

baileyballey p 720
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the decade one influential provo citizen who was skeptical

of the boomer spirit strongly questioned the firmly held

belief of the period that everybody ought to be rich and

cautioned his readers that the speculative frenzy could lead

to an economic disaster in an almost prophetic tone the

editor of the herald raised his voice throughout the decade

against the speculative frenzy that characterized much of

the decade

early in the decade an editorial appeared about a

particular kind of individual or more correctly two kinds

of individuals who seemed to be everywhere during the

decade of boom and bust
A sucker is a person who seeking to get

rich quickly is persuaded to the belief that a
smooth talking promoter of stock is a philan
thropistthro inpist disguise eager and willing to make
everybody else rich
the editor went on to warn his readers against stock

manipulators who boost the paper price of stock in order to

make a fat profit the editor also reminded his readers

that it only takes a few suckers to make one wildcat

rich
As the economy continued to boom and stock prices and

paper profits rose higher and higher during the decade the

editor continued to warn against the speculation frenzy

4wildcats and suckers herald july 1 1921 p 2
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for every ten people willing to take a chance
there is one who lies awake nights scheming to fool
them irresponsible and crooked promoters of get
rich real estate projects gilt edged with unsupported
stocks and a thousand other dreams find there are
just as many suckers nowadays as there used to be
three shell victims at the county fair 5

one of the methods businesses used to increase sales
was known as the installment plan which originated during

the twenties A buyer could put a minimum amount down and

pay for the goods in easy monthly payments this created
an enormous consumer debt which added to the unstable

foundations of the economy during the twenties in the

spring of 1928 the editor commented on the five billion
dollar a year consumer debt and wondered where it would all
end

buy necessaries and luxuries on the install-
ment plan and getrichget quickrich stocks with spot cash
will some professional economist kindly elucidate
as to the finale of this vogue

the herald editor continued to wonder what the future
held for a nation of stock manipulators and suckers aridandarld

heavy national debt

in may of 1928 the editor wrote an editorial that
seems profound in light of subsequent events in reading

this editorial from a smalltownsmall newspapertown during the height

of the new era the reader is tempted to wonder whether the

were great gamblers herald september 1 19271927f
p 2

whither away herald april 22 1928 p 2
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editor could almost sense the coming crash and the great

depression that followed it
speaking of the mood of contentment that charac-

terized the day the editor introduced his message with a

word on

a the great conservatism of this country
in political and economic matters the people are
prosperous being prosperous they are contented

its a very nice state of affairs when you
stop to think about ityes its very comfortable indeed but there
is another side to it 7

in La torprophetic vein the editor then wrote

suppose just once that there should come
an era of genuine depression depression similar
to the panics of the old days only more far
reaching and severe than anything the last decade
has seen suppose the factories should shut down
and men everywhere should be thrown out of work
suppose that the men who remained at work should
have to accept greatly reduced wages what then

the editors answer to his own question was that
radicalism and radical measures would increase in the
country

in the spring of 1929 the editor took up the matter of

unemployment again the reader could sense the coming soup

and bread lines that would characterize the following

decade writing on a recent report issued by the new york

city welfare councilcouncill the editor said

prosperity two sides herald may 16 1928 p 2
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the number of jobless

it also indicates an unusually high degree of
willingness on the part of small stock investors to
part with their money for wall streets benefit

any man who pays from five to ten times its
book value for a stock must be an unusual sort of
an optimist

or perhaps a better name for him would be
a sucker 10

despite the fact that charles E mitchell chairman of

the national city bank of new york had said in early
october 1929 that the industrial situation of the united

9 another angle of prosperity herald may 28 1929
p 2

10unusually willing herald september 22 1929 p 2

down and outersouterbouters given
free shelter by the municipal lodging house has
risen steadily during the last few years of our
prosperity and is now higher than at any time since
the hard winter of 191519161915

all
1916

of which suggests that this present era of
mass production stock market flurries and high
profits may look somewhat different if viewed from
the angle of the new york free lodging house

never think that our new industrial era
hasnt brought some unpleasant problems along with
it whenever you begin to feel too optimistic about
it remember that it would look considerably
different if viewed with the eyes of the man whose
job it has destroyed 9

in september 1929 the editor wondered whether stocks

were not selling for too high a price and what the conse-

quences of this inflated price might be

listen to a portland ore banker who knows
what hes talking about

many stocks in american industries are selling
at prices from 30 to 50 times their earnings and
five to ten times their book value this indicates
an unusually high degree of confidence in the con-
tinued earning power and stability of our industries

s

9another

10 unusually 1929f
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states is absolutely sound the situation in reality was

not sound at all industrial and factoryactoryactori production reached

a peak in june 1929 and then turned downward the federal
reserve index of industrial production stood at 117 in

october 1929 compared with 126 in july 1929 steel producprodoc

tion started a decline in june 1929 and freight car loadings

began a decline in early october 1929 home building an

important economic indicator had been in decline since

1927192749
111lal

in october 1929 the economic conditions listed above

combined with the inflated stock prices finally broke the

market on thursday october 24 1929 known in history as

black thursday owners began a massive unloading of stocks

which they feared would quickly decline in price and ruin
them excessive selling of stocks on that day drove prices

to disastrously low levels the following tuesday more than

16 million shares of stock were offered at any price they

could gather most going without buyers the market crash
12had begun and the great depression was to follow

As already mentioned the majority of writers and

political and economic commentators wrote in praise of the

business boom and predicted it would go on forever those

john kenneth galbraith the great crash 1929 new
york time inc 1961 p 91

12graebner p 1042

f
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who raised their voices in warning against the speculative

frenzy were a minority who were not listened to in light
of what happened those who did raise their voices in

warning seem profound today in provo utah the editor of

the local newspaper was as sensitive to what was going on

in the economy as many editors in larger cities the

editor of the herald was one voice among the few who sensed

that the speculative mania could only lead to doom
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CHAPTER EIGHT

POLITICS

how were the league of nations the red scare

normalcy coolidge hoover al smith the tariff prohl

bitionaition and other items treated in the herald first of

all provo like the majority of the rest of the nation

followed the conservative republican and probusinesspro tidebusiness

of the times and yet had a strong undercurrent of progres-

sivism second provo supported the national prohibition

act in theory although not always in practice as did most

of the rest of urban america

in 1919 a pathological overreaction against communist

activity in the united states known as the red scare took

place communist sympathizers were hunted down and sub

jectedejected to imprisonment and sometimes violent persecution

aliens and other foreignbornforeign charactersborn received unusual

persecution too in november 1919 249 aliens emma

goldman among them were deported by attorney general A

mitchel palmer to russia
although no actual acts of violence against aliens were

recorded in provo a strong denouncement appeared in the

april 1 1920 editorial of the herald calling communism a

93
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peril11perilperli to civilization threatening to engulf germany

france great britain italy spain india persia japan

and china the editorial closed by calling upon the average

citizen to combat radicalism in whatever form it manifests

itselfitsel 1

in 1913 the sixteenth amendment which provided for a

federal income tax was ratified by the necessary twothirdstwo

of

thirds

the states in the summer of 1920 a front page story in

the herald supported the federal income tax law the farm

bureau of utah county advocated a state income tax like the

one used by the federal government the bureau called for a

corporation tax a personal income tax and an inheritance

tax claiming that such taxation would move the burden of
92

taxation to those who could afford to pay

soon after a front page editorial by W J reede

appeared entitled WHAT HAS SENATOR SMOOT DONE FOR UTAH

calling senator smoot a moral man but one who had not

represented the ordinary people of the nation reede accused

him of siding with the moniedhonied interests of the country

talk to the banker or moniedhonied man of wall
street the financial districts of chicago san
francisco or any other large city and your name

smoot be mentioned and at once words of praise

real danger herald april 1 1920 p 2

2 farm bureau favors the income tax law herald
july 10 1929 p 1

utah11

2farm
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spring forth the bigger the moniedhonied interest the
speaker has the louder the praise personally
the writer has not been overburdened with listeni-ng to praise for you from the common people
especially in utah county your home county to
be perfectly frank with you I11 doubt very much
that you could be elected to the office of
constable in any precinct in utah county 3

A major issue in the presidential election of 1920 was

american entry into the league of nations the democrats

generally supported league membership and the republicans

generally opposed american entry A group of powerful

republican senators lead by henry C lodge of massachusetts

and senator reed smoot of utah favored entry with some

reservations that president wilson could not accept the
campaign was fought over entry into the league of nations

with reservations as the republicans wanted or entry

without reservations as the democrats wished

on october 24 1920 a few days prior to the election
two front page herald articles appeared strongly supporting

american entrance into the league of nations one of the

articles entitled progressive republican favors league of

nations 11 was written by a local businessman whose name

was not given the story had strong words of praise for

wilsons peace efforts in paris and strong words of

what has senator smoot done for utah herald
july 22 1920 p 1

if

3what
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condemnation for both senator smoots and J reuben clarksdarks
4opposition to entry into the league

the other article entitled latter day saints favor

league of nations included quotations from both heber J

grant and charles W penrose of the first presidency of the

LDS church and elders george F richards and orson F

whitney of the LDS council of the twelve apostles all
favoring american entry into the league of nations

in the fall of 1920 warren G harding was elected
president after his victory presidentelectpresident hardingelect put

together his cabinet of which two herbert hoover and

charles E hughes are remembered for their contributions

to the administration
an editorial in the herald in february 1921 could

probably be best summed up as two first rate minds out of

ten if calling the cabinet conservative with scant

encouragement afforded the progressive cause the editor
warned that difficult times were ahead and wondered whether

the cabinet was of the character to rise to the times

commenting on the quality of the majority of the cabinet

the editor said

4 progressive republican favors league of nations
herald october 25 1920 p 1

latter day saints favor league of nations ibid

5

4progressive
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and here we have the cabinet two first
rate minds two first rate reputations hoover
and hughes out of ten the other eight
mediocrities and unknowns

with the two exceptions already noted
there is very little proved statesmanship in
mr hardings cabinet no scholarship no
indication of outstanding ability much less
of genius 6

in addition to national events the herald carried a

number of stories dealing with the unsettled situation in

europe and the possibility of another war there

in august 1925 the herald editor quoted the danish

statesman george brandes who saw a dark future for

europe and the very real possibility of another war in

europe ahead

the following fall the subject of another war in europe

was again brought up when professor gerritt dejong dean of

the college of fine arts at BYU told the provo rotary that
many in germany felt the only way to right the wrong

suffered in the last war was to have another war

the university population in germany has a
very pronounced feeling that someday there will
be another great war between germany and france
they feel that germany must be vindicated and that
she must have her rights which they feel were
abrogated in the war 19141918 and in the peace
treaties that followed 8

the harding cabinet herald february 28 1921
p 2

brandes pessimistic herald august 15 1926 p 2

0
another war certain says dean G de jong herald

november 4 1927 p 4

7

1914 1918

7

8
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during the twenties the rise of the power and

responsibility of the federal government with all its
ramifications for the individual citizen continued at a

steady pace this reality did not go unnoticed or without

comment in the provo press in the fall of 1926 provo

judge elias hansen spoke to the provo kiwanis club in his

talk he warned of the continued growth of the central
government since the american civil war and that a continua

tion of government concentration of power would lead to a
9restriction of popular rule in america

soon after utah congressman E 0 leatherwood spoke to

the provo rotary club on the dangers of centralization of

government in washington declaring that government control
of education could result in the teaching of darwins theory

of evolution in the schools he warned his audience to

fight against such government encroachmentsencroach

during

ments

the twenties many farmers approached desperate

circumstances falling prices for produce growing prices

for farm equipment and limited available help from the

state and local governments caused many to seek aid from the

federal government the mcnary haugen bill sponsored by

senator charles L mcnary of oregon and representative

9 charter of county Is club topic herald
september 16 1926 p 1

rotary speakers urge constant watchfulness
herald september 17 1926 p 1

10

9charter

10
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gilbert N haugen of iowa was an attempt to help distressed
farmers the federal government would purchase farm sur

pluses at a specific price and store them in turn the

government would sell the surplus crops bought from farmers

abroad at whatever price they could get the difference in

the price paid and the price sold would be made up for in a

tax levied on farmers processors and transporters al-
though the bill would be costly to both farmers and

eventually taxpayers a majority of farmers supported the

bill
in the spring of 1928 frank evans general counsel of

the american farm bureau spoke to the provo kiwanis mr

evans told the provo audience that the mcnary haugen bill
was practical and the best hope for american farmers

A few months prior to this the utah farm bureau had

hosted a large meeting to air tax problems among utah

farmers the topic discussed was equalization of the tax

burden which meant lower taxes for farmers and higher taxes
12for industry

in 1921 secretary of the interior albert fall
persuaded president harding to transfer control of the naval

oil reserves at elk hill california and teapot dome

evans says measure Is practicable herald may 17
1928 p 1

12 tax problem to be aired at mammoth farm bureau
meet herald february 15 1928 p 1

farmers

11

f ew

11
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wyoming to the interior department the next year fallfal1falfalifai
secretly

1

leased elk hill to edward L doheny and teapot dome

to the oil company of harry F sinclair in 1923 thomas J

walsh began an investigation which revealed that doheny had

lent fall 100000 and fall had received 85000 in cash

and 223000 in bonds from sinclair fall doheny and

sinclair were acquitted of conspiracy to defraud the govern-

ment in a series of trials that received strong condemnation

nationwide fall was convicted of bribery in 1929 fined

100000 and sentenced to a year in jail where he spent one

month

the fall doheny sinclair trials received mostly

negative attention in the provo press the assumption was

that all three men were guilty of fraud and had used their
money and power to win acquittal commenting on the whole

series of hung juries and trials that characterized the

whole affair the editor of the herald had this to say in

1921927

in fact the whole proceedings in the oil
scandal cases have been a travesty on justice and
a demonstration of what money can do to ravish
justice

verily it is a good time for chief justice
taft to again declare that the administration of
american justice is a disgrace to civilization

blum p 625

14 horse play by justice herald november 7 1927
p 2

85 000.000

13

7

114

13
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A few days later the editor again took up the harding

scandals in a strong attack on fall and sinclairs attempts

to bribe the jury in their fraud case

fixing the jury declares atty pomerene
who is prosecuting fall and sinclair strikes at
the very heart of the judicial system and the
constitutional processes of the government

the maximum penalty for such crime is 5000
fine and six years imprisonment

A chickenstealingchicken penaltystealing for assassination c
of the government verily justice is cross eyed

during the first world war the allies britain
france poland czechoslovakia rumania finland hungary

and others borrowed millions of dollars from the united

states to continue their war effort after the war it was

assumed by the united states that the allies would repay

their war debts in full and on time severe financial
conditions in most of the allied nations especially
germanys refusal to repay the reparations owed to the

allies made it increasingly difficult for others to repay

the united states this controversy over debt repayment

reached a crisis point during the twenties

in provo the matter of allied repayment was taken up in

the press with strong support for repayment during the

summer of 1926 the herald editor saw a lot of paydayspay fordays

the united states as a result of the money owed by the

allies 16

1511 justice cross eyed herald november 8 1927 p 2

uncle sams debtors herald july 27 1926 p 2

15

15

16
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A few days later the editor wrote on frances
unwillingness to repay her war debt to the united states
european resentment at the united states insistence that
the debt be paid had prompted cries of uncle shylock in
european capitals taking affront at this verbal abuse the

editor of the provo newspaper wondered how those ungrate-

ful european nations would have fared in the war if uncle

shylock had refused to loan them the money in the first
place

soon after this the herald had praise for tiny belgium

because she was trying to repay her war debt and not

crying about it belgium had chosen to sell the state
owned railroad system to private capital and use the

receipts from the sale to help finance the repayment of the
war debt 18

leading political figures of the twenties received
coverage in the provo press during the 1920 presidential
election the herald strongly supported the democratic

candidate james G cox because of his support of american
19entry into the league of nations the herald also

denounced the republican candidate warren G harding for his

pocketbook war herald august 3 1926 p 2

belgium does not beg herald august 4 1926
p 2

19 straw vote favors cox in provo herald october 25
1920 p 1

17

17

18
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ambiguous position on american entry into the league of

nations harding however won the november 1920 election
on june 22 1921 a front page story appeared about

samual Gompersgompers1gomperslGomper reelection as head of the american federa

tion of labor amid scenes of wild enthusiasm in denver a

few days prior to the date above in his victory speech

carried in part in the herald mr gompers announced that
the union movement would not submit to the wishes of

management that they accept lower wages without opposition

nor would the union submit to editorial cries that they were

too aggressive

the american trade union movement will not
submit to dictation from the forces of corruption
or greed neither the hearstshearses nor the garys can
chart our course or select our leaders

the whole work of the convention
means for the future a united progressive
militant movement following upon a progressive
fruitful and militant past O0

in the summer of 1926 the herald editor commentedcomment oneid

president coolidges lack of leadership in political
matters

not since the days of roosevelt and wilson
has there been a real big man in the white house
who has had the courage ability and initiative
to assume the leadership in congress and drive
through the legislation which common sense

20 gompers reelectedre headelected of american labor herald
june 22 1921 p 1

oj
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prudence and necessity demands both parties are
almost devoid of constructive leadership
statesmanship has gone out of fashion and
political expediency has taken its place 21

in october 1926 socialist leader eugene debs died

throughout his life debs had worked tirelessly for the

american worker at the time of his passing the herald

editor wrote a moving tribute to debs

while grave and silent men lower a wasted
form to the midwest clay we again see the benign
face of the great leader as he passed in happy
companionship among the worlds toilersboilerstoi welers feel
again the quick warm handclasp are again utterly
disarmed by the engaging smile if we had raised
any defenses against the man they were vanquished
at the first sound of his gentle voice

in january of 1928 a presidential election year the

editor asked whether the democratic governor of new york and

potential presidential candidate al smith would carry on the

progressive programs of the then departed theodore

roosevelt woodrow wilson and robert lafollette the editor
hoped that al smith would carry on the progressive tradition

23of the three progressive leaders
by august 1928 the presidential candidates had been

chosen and the campaign was on herbert hoover had been

chosen as the republican candidate and al smith the

21 slandering the athenians herald june 1 1926
p 2

gene debs Is gone herald october 28 1926 p 2

23 smith progressive herald january 10 1928 p 2

f 22
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democratic that month the editor spoke on the basic

differences between the political philosophies of the two

candidates smiths progressivism and hoovers conservatism

smith may be said at this election to
represent the wave of feeling against repression
he is the symbol of the city mans growing
distaste for harassing regulation hoover on
the other hand represents the status quo he
will be the champion of the people who wish to
let well enough alone 24

later that month the editor of the provo newspaper came

out in favor of al smiths plan to change the national
prohibition law because it was not effective at that time

soon after that the editor strongly endorsed al smiths
9

advocation of public ownership of water power

in the fall of 1928 less than a month prior to the

election the editor wrote a very friendly editorial about

president calvin coolidge who had chosen not to run for re-

election in 1928

writing on the fact that many people saw president

coolidge as an unemotional cold blooded man without any

feeling the editor asked if that accusation could really be

which way the wind blows herald august 1 1928
p 2

out in the open at last herald august 23 1928
p 2

smiths platform herald august 27 1928 p 2

25

26

24

25

26
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true in light of the following speech that president

coolidge had given while campaigning for herbert hoover in

bennington vermont

while his train passed through bennington the president

yielded to the request of the crowd for a speech As the

editor said these are not the words of an unemotional

man 11

vermont is a state I1 love I1 could not look
upon the peaks of ascutneycutneyAs whittier or mansfield
without being moved in a way that no other state
could move me it was here that I1 first saw the
light of day here I1 received my bride here my
dead lie pillowed upon the everlasting hills

I1 love vermont because of her hills and valleys
her scenery and invigorating climate but most of
all because of her indomitable people they are
a race of pioneers who almost beggared themselves
for others if the spirit of liberty should vanish
in the union and our institutions should languish
it could all be restored by the generous store held
by the people of this brave little state 27

prior to the election herbert hoover returned to his
home state of california to cast his vote his trainbrainerainvrain passed

through provo enroute to palo alto california A vast
crowd extend ing from one end of the station platform to

the other cheered voriferouslyvociferously as the candidate and his

wife appeared on the rear platform of their train A

bouquet of flowers was given mr and mrs hoover mr

A different coolidge herald october 2 1928
p 2

extending

27
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hoover gave no speech although he expressed his appreciation
9 R

for the turnout and the flowers

many of the significant political events of the decade

such as the red scare the tariff teapot dome rural
troubles war debts owed the united states and arms limita-

tion were all carried in the local newspaper in some depth

in addition thoughtprovoking words were written about many

of the leading political figures of the day including al
smith calvin coolidge robert lafollette warren G harding

and eugene debs provo was aware of what was going on

nationally and eager to comment on it during the decade

2 8
hoover gets big welcome herald november 5 1928

p 1

28

thought provoking

28
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CHAPTER NINE

conclusion

the twenties are probably best remembered for boot-

leggers and their product most of which was consumed by

people who lived in the big cities As david shannon said

national prohibition was observed best in rural areas and

small towns whereas in cities speakeasiesspeake operatedasies
fairly openly although the observations may not be

entirely accurate the cities are remembered for their
wetness and the country for its dryness during the jazz age

not only was the violation of the national prohibition

law remembered as an urban occurrence but almost every

other social activity that made the decade unique is rememkemem

beredbared by many writers as an urban occurrence

As mentioned earlier carl degler said

the twenties have been called the jazz age
characterized by wild parties aggressive females
and heavy drinking but while the decade had these
aspects they were largely limited to the upper class
of the largest metropolitan areas 2

shannon p 134

9 deglerdegier p 196

108
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norman graebner agreed with degler when he said
music literature clothing styles entertainment exempli

fied by the radio and movies and mass communication all
found their source in urban america

provo was a very small community during the jazz age

and remains small even today provo was surrounded by high

mountains with only a few paved roads and railroads passing

through the largest city in utah salt lake city waswac 60

miles to the north and it was really no more than a large

town of 47000 during the decade provo was mainly a rural
area where farming remained the largest industry throughout

the decade this small community had few immigrants few

blacks and few jews during the decade and was a largely

fundamentalist community with a predominant church that
opposed the consumption of alcohol whether legal or not

As such it would be expected that provo would have few

drinkers few wild parties few wild youth little jazz in

the dance halls and probably little interest in what was

going on in the big cities if the popular concept is
accurate provo would be dry moral and even a little dull

the reality is that provo was none of these as this
paper has shown stills abounded as did drinking and

gambling among provo citizens throughout the decade provo

citizens aroused by the drinking and smoking among their
youth signed petitions opposing such behavior in theirtheilthell

graebner3graebner p 976
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community federal prohibition agents had to be called into
provo to help the local police and sheriff enforce the

numerous violations of the prohibition law nearly half of

the citizens of provo desired repeal of the national prohl

bitionaition law during a citywide referendum taken in 1926 A

160 gallon still in full operation was raided just two

blocks from the provo county courthouse in 1928

provo citizens not only drank tremendous quantities of

moonshine liquor but they danced to jazz music in local
resorts provo claimed three dance halls during the decade

and the newspaper headlines were full of reports written by

the sheriff of too much liquor and drunkenness and too much

wild dancing and loud jazz music in the dance halls the
demand for jazz was so great that the provo band a well

known traditional group was forced to retire from service

in 1925 the local newspaper was filled with warnings by

the sheriff that spooning drinking and wild behavior

would not be permitted at provo resorts suggesting that
there was plenty of it going on

provo had movies as suggestive as any big city by

1929 provo had four movie houses two of which had sound

the same suggestive and provocative movies that were being

shown to big city audiences were being shown to provo

audiences who filled the theaters to see them

there were bathing beauty contests on provo stages

watched by provo citizens and provo merchants used the same
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kind of sexy advertisements to attract buyers as did

merchants in larger cities
provo had the american legion the elks rotary

kiwanis and the chamber of commerce all of which exhibited
the same strong boomer spirit that was common in larger

cities
at the same time there was a strong undercurrent of

progressivism and skepticism about the new era in provoprove

william jennings bryan a leading progressive came to provo

and spoke to capacity crowds twice during the decade his
speeches filled with strong words of condemnation for the

wealthy were wildly cheered by provo audiences even when he

denounced the rich
in 1926 a provo audience listened to a local speaker

predict another war in europe and in 1927 the editor of the
provo newspaper predicted a depression sophisticated
analysis of warren G hardings cabinet choices the euro

pean refusal to pay their war debts to the united states
and al smiths progressivism all appeared in the provo press

which suggests that not only was provo very wet and very

wild but it was also very sophisticated and urbane

the purpose of this paper has been to show that one

widely held assumption about the jazz age may not be

entirely accurate the idea that the social behavior that
characterized the twenties only happened in the cities while

the small towns were very dry and very backward this paper
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has shown that provo was not only as wet as any larger city

but was as sophisticated and as aware of what was happening

in the world as any larger community
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PROVO IN THE JAZZ AGE A CASE STUDY

gary C kunz

department of history
MA degree august 1983

ABSTRACT

many historians have suggested in their writings that
much of the social behavior that made the decade of the
twenties unique had their origins in the urban centers
leaving the small towns taking no active participation in
the jazz age

the purpose of this paper is to show that provo utah
a small isolated community took a very active part in the
jazz age contrary to what has been suggested there was a
considerable quantity of drunkenness bootlegging wild
dancing and partying in provo during the decade much more
than historians suggest there should have been in a comm-
unity the size and location of provo

in addition there was a strong progressive spirit in
provo during an age that is best remembered for its politi
cal conservatism

the prevalent historical thesis that small towns were
bone dry and very moral and conservative and backward does
not appear to hold true for one small town during the
decade suggesting that other small towns across the nation
may not fit the traditional historical stereotype
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